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ABSTRACT
Principles for Using Remote Data Collection Devices and
Deep Learning in Evaluating Social Impact Indicators
of Engineered Products for Global Development
Bryan J. Stringham
Department of Mechanical Engineering, BYU
Doctor of Philosophy
Evaluating the social impacts of engineered products, or effects products have on the daily
lives of individuals, is critical to ensuring that products are having positive impacts while avoiding
negative impacts and to learning how to improve product designs for a more positive social impact.
One approach to quantifying a product’s social impact is to use social impact indicators that combine user data in a meaningful way to give insight into the current social condition of an individual
or population. However, determining social impact indicators relative to engineered products and
individuals in developing countries can be difficult when there is a large geographical distance
between the users of a product and those designing them and since many conventional methods
of user data collection require direct human interaction with or observation of users of a product.
This means user data may only be collected at a single instance in time and infrequently due to the
large human resources and cost associated with obtaining them. Alternatively, internet-connected,
remote data collection devices paired with deep learning models can provide an effective way to
use in-situ sensors to collect data required to calculate social impact indicators remotely, continuously, and less expensively than other methods. This research has identified key principles that
can enable researchers, designers, and practitioners to avoid pitfalls and challenges that could be
encountered at various stages of the process of using remote sensor devices and deep learning
to evaluate social impact indicators of products in developing countries. Chapter 2 introduces a
framework that outlines how low-fidelity user data often obtainable using remote sensors or digital
technology can be collected and correlated with high-fidelity, infrequently collected user data to
enable continuous, remote monitoring of engineered products using deep learning. An example
application of this framework demonstrates how it can be used to collect data for calculating several social impact indicators related to water hand pumps in Uganda during a 4 day study. Chapter
3 builds on the framework established in Chapter 2 to provide principles for enabling insights when
engaging in long-term deployment of using in-situ sensors and deep learning to monitor the social
impact indicators of products in developing countries. These principles were identified while using this approach to monitor the social impact indicators of a water hand pump in Uganda over a
5 month data collection period. Chapter 4 provides principles for successfully developing remote
data collection devices used to collect user data for determining social impact indicators. A design tool called the “Social Impact Sensor Canvas” is provided to guide device development along
with a discussion of the key decisions, critical questions, common options, and considerations that
should be addressed during each stage of device development to increase the likelihood of success. Lastly, Chapter 5 discusses the conclusions made possible through this research along with
proposed future work.
Evaluating the social impacts of engineered products, or effects products have on the daily
lives of individuals, is critical to ensuring that products are having positive impacts while avoiding

negative impacts and to learning how to improve product designs for a more positive social impact.
One approach to quantifying a product’s social impact is to use social impact indicators that combine user data in a meaningful way to give insight into the current social condition of an individual
or population. However, determining social impact indicators relative to engineered products and
individuals in developing countries can be difficult when there is a large geographical distance
between the users of a product and those designing them and since many conventional methods
of user data collection require direct human interaction with or observation of users of a product.
This means user data may only be collected at a single instance in time and infrequently due to the
large human resources and cost associated with obtaining them. Alternatively, internet-connected,
remote data collection devices paired with deep learning models can provide an effective way to
use in-situ sensors to collect data required to calculate social impact indicators remotely, continuously, and less expensively than other methods. This research has identified key principles that
can enable researchers, designers, and practitioners to avoid pitfalls and challenges that could be
encountered at various stages of the process of using remote sensor devices and deep learning
to evaluate social impact indicators of products in developing countries. Chapter 2 introduces a
framework that outlines how low-fidelity user data often obtainable using remote sensors or digital
technology can be collected and correlated with high-fidelity, infrequently collected user data to
enable continuous, remote monitoring of engineered products using deep learning. An example
application of this framework demonstrates how it can be used to collect data for calculating several social impact indicators related to water hand pumps in Uganda during a 4 day study. Chapter
3 builds on the framework established in Chapter 2 to provide principles for enabling insights when
engaging in long-term deployment of using in-situ sensors and deep learning to monitor the social
impact indicators of products in developing countries. These principles were identified while using this approach to monitor the social impact indicators of a water hand pump in Uganda over a
5 month data collection period. Chapter 4 provides principles for successfully developing remote
data collection devices used to collect user data for determining social impact indicators. A design tool called the “Social Impact Sensor Canvas” is provided to guide device development along
with a discussion of the key decisions, critical questions, common options, and considerations that
should be addressed during each stage of device development to increase the likelihood of success. Lastly, Chapter 5 discusses the conclusions made possible through this research along with
proposed future work.

Keywords: engineering for global development, design for the developing world, social impact,
sensor systems, remote data collection, in-situ sensors, internet of things, deep learning
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CHAPTER 1.

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Design for the Developing World
Approximately 4 billion people live on less than $8 per day and comprise what is often

referred to as the Base of the Pyramid (BOP) [1]. Designing and producing products that meet the
wants and needs of these income-poor individuals has the potential to improve their quality of life
while also representing a significant market opportunity for companies of all sizes. However, many
who pursue such goals often fail to design products that meet the needs and wants of individuals
in the developing world that comprise the BOP [2, 3].
Evaluating a product’s social impact is critical to ensure that it causes intended positive
impacts and avoids unintended negative impacts on people [4, 5]. The social impact of a product
refers to the effects that a product has on the daily quality of life of a person [6].
The objective of this research is to gain new understanding and identify principles for using
in-situ, sensor-based remote data collection device design and deployment combined with deep
learning to facilitate social impact evaluation for engineered products in developing countries.

1.2

Social Impact Measurement
There is some debate in the literature on how to best determine and convey the high-level

social impacts of a product. Several possible approaches to evaluate social impact include the use
of a logic model [7,8], a theory of change model [9], social sustainability indicators [10], a product
impact metric [11], or a product social impact model [12].
To at least some extent, each social impact model requires combining user data into social
impact indicators, which are “what is measured or predicted in each impact category to understand a product’s social impact” [12]. The change in these social impact indicators over time as
calculated from user data can capture the social impact of a product or program, as defined by
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Stevenson et al. [12]. Collecting user data to calculate social impact indicators is fundamental for
quantifying the social impact of a product resulting from mechanical design. One useful approach
to identifying relevant social impact indicators is to consider the 11 social impact categories identified by Rainock et al., which include impacts in health and safety, education, paid work, conflict
and crime, family, gender, human rights, stratification, population change, social networks and
communication, and cultural identity and heritage [13].

1.3

Direct Data
All social impact evaluation methods vary in what they define as the most useful approach

to assess the effectiveness or impact of a program or product. However, there is a broad agreement
on the need for measurable, quantitative data in addition to qualitative observations in the process
of evaluating social impacts [7–11,14]. Most data used to identify the effects of the use of a product
and help evaluate social impact are direct data [14]. In the context of this dissertation, direct data
is defined as the information-rich data obtained through direct interaction with or observation of
users that indicates the specific effects of a product on individuals. Information-rich data is data
that has inherent value and meaning without significant interpretation or correlation with some
other data source. Common methods used to collect direct data include surveys, focus groups,
interviews, observational studies, and ethnographical studies [15, 16].
Most existing methods of social impact evaluation include collecting direct data and analyzing them relative to one or multiple categories of social impact as shown in the current approach
diagrammed in Figure 1.1. For example, Stevenson et al. used surveys to collect data needed in
order to build and validate his social impact models [12]. The World Bank uses surveys to collect
and compile all of its global development data for its open access database [17]. Wood et al. used
and studied the use of ethnographical methods to determine user needs in the product development
process [15].
The primary challenge with direct data is that it can only realistically be collected at low
frequency intervals due to the high cost and extensive human facilitation required to collect such
data [18, 19]. Each snapshot of direct data can provide a rich understanding of the current effects
of a product that can assist the designer in understanding product impacts but has a large cost per
data point.
2

Direct Data
(e.g.
Surveys)

Social Impact
Model

Social
Impact

Figure 1.1: The current and widely used approach to evaluate social impact is based primarily on
the use of direct data.

1.4

Indirect Data
Another type of data that I refer to in this dissertation is indirect data, which has significant

potential to help measure the social impact of products. This data is collected indirectly, or without
direct interaction with or observation of users. Advances in technology are now enabling the
collection of indirect data that can be used to augment and assist the use of direct data to help
determine the social impacts of products on individuals. Indirect data is collected through digital
means, such as sensors, satellites, internet technology, and other digital technology. The ability
to rapidly collect and transmit vast amounts of this data has led to it also being referred to as Big
Data [20].
The advantages of using indirect data are that it can be collected remotely, continuously,
and with little cost per data point. The challenge of using indirect data is that it has little value
alone and often needs to be correlated with direct data to be useful. Table 1.1 summarizes the
differences between the two types of data and shows how they complement each other. The level
of independent value describes the data source’s usefulness without significant interpretation or
correlation with another data source.

1.5

In-Situ Sensor-Based Remote Data Collection Devices
In-situ, sensor-based remote data collection devices, also called sensor devices for simplic-

ity, provide one method for collecting indirect data and provide the primary method of obtaining
data for this research. This is because of these devices potential in facilitating the collection of
remote data more effectively than through manual methods in some instances regarding physical
engineered products. The growth and ubiquity of cellular and other wireless networks have also
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Table 1.1: Data types for evaluating social impact of engineered products.
Amount of
human
facilitation
required per
data point

Cost/
data
point

Direct
data

High

High

High

Single
snapshot in
time

Indirect
data

Low

Low

Low

Continuous
(in practice)

Independent Representation
value
period

Example data sources

Surveys, Focus groups,
Interviews, Observational
studies, Ethnography
studies
Online and social media
activity data, Remote
sensor data, Satellite
imagery data, Digital
purchase transaction data

greatly enabled the potential usefulness and application of remote sensor systems to help evaluate
the social impact in developing countries [21].
The applicability and potential usefulness of remote sensors is also indicated by the trend
of “smart” devices that is currently sweeping the world and a growing number of Internet of Things
(IoT) devices. The projected growth of IoT devices is reflected in the estimated 75 billion internetconnected devices by 2025 from 15 billion in 2015. [22]. These sensor devices are used to sense a
wide range of physical phenomena that are used to improve efficiencies, reduce costs, and improve
quality of life. There are many opportunities to use these systems in developing countries as
internet access in developing countries continues to grow [21].
A growing number of researchers have used sensor devices to monitor the usage or social
impact of products in developing countries. Sensors installed on water hand pumps have been used
in conjunction with weather and household survey data to identify trends in the use of water hand
pumps in relation to recent rainfall in Kenya [23]. In-situ sensors installed on water hand pumps
combined with water demand forecasting have been shown to identify water hand pump failures to
ensure that water is available during drought times in East Africa [24]. Remote monitoring sensors
have also been shown to play a vital role in facilitating the monitoring of motorized water boreholes
in Kenya as part of a program to reduce the vulnerability of people to drought emergencies. These
4

sensors also allowed researchers to identify counterintuitive relationships between the usage of
various boreholes and drought conditions [25]. Other existing products that have previously been
remotely monitored using sensors include water filters [26], improved cookstoves [26–28], latrines
[29, 30], solar panels [31], and water hand pumps [29, 32–34].
The use of remote sensor systems in developing countries to collect data is not new, but
much of the literature discusses specific applications and does not discuss general principles for the
development of these systems. Thomas et al. propose the use and benefits of a specific commercial
hardware platform to remotely collect data, but do not comprehensively discuss the benefits of
other optional systems [33]. Kipf et al. propose a platform for managing and using back-end
data from remote sensor systems [35]. However, designing the mechanical, electrical, and many
other aspects of sensor systems for use in monitoring the social impact of products in developing
countries has its own unique challenges compared to the design of other types of systems not
addressed in the literature. Nevertheless, there are many other applications that could be monitored,
for which the correct principles of designing such systems would be useful. Ottosson et al. lists
many existing products that could be monitored [36].
Effective design principles of these systems will become more and more useful and applicable as more individuals seek to use such systems to measure social impact, driven by the
decreasing cost of using such systems and increasing availability of tools to simplify and speed up
the development of such systems.

1.6

Correlating Indirect and Direct Data: Deep Learning
Artificial intelligence (AI) is a rapidly growing field that can broadly be defined as “a sys-

tem’s ability to correctly interpret external data, to learn from such data, and to use those learnings
to achieve specific goals and tasks through flexible adaptation” [37]. Deep learning is a class of
machine learning algorithms that fits under the umbrella of artificial intelligence, as shown in Figure 1.2a [38]. Figure 1.2b shows the exponential growth in AI-related papers over the past 20
years with the growth in deep learning papers captures by the red “Neural Networks” line. The
demonstrated usefulness of deep learning in other applications motivates the exploration of its
applicability in correlating indirect and direct data for social impact indicator evaluation.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.2: (a) Hierarchy of and relationship between artificial intelligence, machine learning, and
deep learning, and (b) Growth in articles related to artificial intelligence published over the past 20
years [39].

Deep learning works by using simple building blocks to represent more complex systems.
The most common deep learning model is the multilayer perceptron (MLP). A MLP is a feedforward deep neural network that is primarily characterized by its use of multiple hidden layers in its
neural network. Each layer is comprised of weights and biases, or parameters, that are “learned”
by the algorithm and separated by an activation function which adds non-linearity to the model and
increases its ability to accurately characterize the relationship between the inputs and the desired
output. The computation procedure that makes “learning” or optimization of the best weights and
biases possible is back propagation, or backprop. Backprop is the algorithmic process that enables
information about how a chosen loss function is affected by the current parameters to flow back
through the many layers of the network. The information from backprop enables the computation
of the gradient that is then used to optimize the often hundreds of thousands or even hundreds
of millions of model parameters and reduce the loss function [38]. Figure 1.3 illustrates a basic
example of the input, hidden, and output layers of a deep neural network.
Although the concepts of deep learning are not new, relatively recent advances in computational hardware and deep learning algorithms have made possible its growth in applicability and
usefulness. For example, many algorithms designed in the 1980s during the modern beginning of
the advancement of deep learning work well now but were too computational intensive to be useful
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Figure 1.3: Basic illustration of how deep learning uses input data (yellow) and multiple hidden
neural network layers (blue) to predict a given output (red) without any previous understanding of
the relationship between given inputs. Example shown is using flight information to predict the
price of a ticket. [40]

then. In addition, improvements in deep learning algorithms since 2006 have greatly improved the
generalizability of deep learning models and enabled the training of deeper models [38].
Within deep learning algorithms, there are many different models, approaches, and algorithms that vary by application. Generally, the types of deep learning model can be distinguished
based on whether they are supervised, unsupervised, or semi-supervised models. Supervised models are models in which the data are labeled as a specific type or class. The most common type of
supervised model is likely classification, such as image classification. Unsupervised models do not
require any predefined understanding of how the data may be grouped or classified but derive this
information and detect relevant features on their own. Semi-supervised models are simply models
that have a combination of supervised and unsupervised data [38].
Some of the benefits of deep learning include that they are well suited to large datasets [41],
can act as universal function approximators, and can often identify relationships between inputs
and outputs more effectively than other existing regression, traditional statistical, or even other
machine learning-based approaches.
Existing successful deep learning applications include supervised and unsupervised data
and vary widely from classification to generative tasks, including image-based cancer detection
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[42], human-computer conversation [43, 44], and image caption generation [45]. Deep learning
has also been used in a number of other applications to fill statistical gaps [46].
In a growing number of cases, researchers are combining sensor devices that collect indirect
data with deep learning to achieve benefits previously not possible. [47–50]. For example, the use
of in-situ sensor devices in conjunction with machine learning has been shown to be effective in
increasing the percentage of water handpumps that are operational in rural Africa and therefore the
willingness of users to pay for clean water [47]. In-situ sensor devices in the arid regions of Kenya
and Ethiopia combined with machine learning have also been shown to be able to identify nonfunctionality of electrical water pumps with a prediction accuracy of 84%, which could potentially
reduce the risk of pump downtime by 40% [48]. Remote monitoring sensor devices combined
with machine learning have also been shown to be effective in monitoring latrines in informal
settlements to identify when latrines need servicing to reduce the risk of latrine overflow and
the subsequent increase in the risk of exposure to enteric infections, increase user willingness-topay for service, and decrease the cost of servicing latrines [49]. In-situ sensor devices have also
been shown to be valuable in conjunction with machine learning, satellite data, and hydrological
land surface models in estimating spatial and time-based groundwater use and demand, which can
help predict drought and enable early action in response to drought to benefit arid areas, such as
Kenya [50].
There are still many challenges to using deep learning to relate direct and indirect data for
measuring social impact in developing countries that have motivated this research. Some of the
current specific challenges include 1) identifying the specific deep learning model that is best for
a given application, 2) collecting the large amount of data required to train a deep learning model,
3) transmitting or retrieving large amounts of remote data for use in deep learning model training,
and 4) preparing, curating, and augmenting data for data sparse use cases of deep learning. While
it is infeasible for the scope of this research to address all of these challenges for all potential
applications, this research does address many of these challenges as they relate to the use of deep
learning and remote data collection to evaluate the social impact indicators of water hand pumps
in developing countries. Principles identified through this example have been extracted and shared
for use in other applications.
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There are a multitude of products designed for the developing world for which in-situ sensor devices and deep learning could be deployed to both monitor whether a product is functioning
through basic detection techniques and measure a product’s social impact through more advanced
data analysis and processing [36]. These sensor devices especially have great potential to assist in
applications where individuals rely heavily on them for health but also have a high potential for
failure, as is the case for water hand pumps [51].

1.7

Dissertation and Research Overview
The next three chapters highlight the peer-reviewed published or pending works of the

author, Bryan Jay Stringham, and answer specific primary research questions, as shown in Table
1.2.
Table 1.2: Research questions discussed in this dissertation along with their relevant chapters.
Relevant
Chapter

Research Question
1) What are the steps for using remote data collection devices and deep learning to
evaluate the social impact indicators of products in developing countries?
2) What are additional critical considerations for enabling insights through long-term
deployment of remote data collection devices and deep learning to evaluate the social
impact indicators of products in developing countries?
3) What is the process for successfully designing remote data collection devices used
in evaluating the social impact indicators of products in developing countries?

2
3
4

Chapter 2 introduces a framework for combining direct and indirect data through the use
of deep learning to monitor social impact indicators of products in developing countries. Chapter
3 identifies and discusses principles that should be considered for long-term deployment of remote
data collection devices and deep learning to evaluate the social impacts of products in developing
countries. Chapter 4 describes the principles for developing remote data collection devices for use
evaluating the social impact of products in developing countries.
Central to all research findings were the development of remote data collection devices,
deep learning models, and other statistical models for evaluating social impact indicators in developing countries in practical applications. During this research, more than 10 different types of
9

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.4: One of our industry partners, Ms. Okware, during the process of installing one of the
remote data collection devices on a water hand pump near Jinja, Uganda.

remote data collection devices have been developed and more than 100 devices have been produced with data collected in North and South America, Asia, and Africa. Data were collected
primarily related to the social impact indicators of water hand pumps Uganda through industrial
partnerships with organizations and individuals, such as WHOlives.org and Ms. Immaculate Irot
Okware. Ms. Okware installed, collected, and transmitted data using our data collection devices as
shown in Figure 1.4 at various periods between June 2019 and August 2022 and greatly facilitated
this research.
Chapter 2, entitled Combining Direct and Indirect User Data for Calculating Social Impact
Indicators of Products in Developing Countries, provides a six-step framework that demonstrates
how direct and indirect data can be used together to enable the remote, continuous, and realtime collection of user data for calculating product-related social impact indicators through an
approach that can be less expensive than manual data collection. The viability of this approach
is demonstrated using a remote data collection device that was used to collect data during 4 full
days in Uganda. A deep learning model was also developed that predicted whether a pump user
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was man-, woman-, or child-statured to enable the calculation of more meaningful social impact
indicators than would be possible through sensor data alone. This paper is reproduced as it was
published in a special issue of the Journal of Mechanical Design in December 2020.
Chapter 3, entitled Long-Term Monitoring of Social Impact Indicators of Engineered Products for Global Development using In-Situ Sensors and Deep Learning, builds upon the framework
described in Chapter 2 but identifies and discusses six additional principles that are critical to consider when focusing on long-term deployment of sensor systems and deep learning for evaluation
of social impact indicators. These principles were identified through the collection of data over a
five-month period relative to the usage of a water hand pump in Uganda. This paper was submitted
for publication in the Journal of Mechanical Design in December 2022.
Chapter 4, entitled Remote Data Collection Devices for Social Impact Indicators of Products in Developing Countries, provides principles and guidelines that should be considered for
successful sensor device design and deployment for the collection of user data for the calculation
of social impact indicators. Device development is decomposed into the stages of Data Identification, Device Design, and Device Deployment, and the key decisions, questions, options, and
considerations that should be examined during each stage are discussed. This paper is reproduced
as it was published in the journal Development Engineering in May 2021.
Lastly, Chapter 5 discusses conclusions from this research along with possible future work
to further explore this area of research.
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CHAPTER 2.
COMBINING DIRECT AND INDIRECT USER DATA FOR CALCULATING SOCIAL IMPACT INDICATORS OF PRODUCTS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Evaluating the social impacts of engineered products is critical to ensuring that products are
having their intended positive impacts and learning how to improve product designs for a more positive social impact. Quantitative evaluation of product social impacts is made possible through the
use of social impact indicators, which combine user data in a meaningful way to give insight into
the current social condition of an individual or population. Most existing methods for collecting
these user data for social impact indicators require direct human interaction with users of a product (e.g., interviews, surveys, and observational studies). These interactions produce high-fidelity
data that help indicate the product impact but only at a single snapshot in time and are typically
infrequently collected due to the large human resources and cost associated with obtaining them.
In this paper, a framework is proposed that outlines how low-fidelity data often obtainable using
remote sensors, satellites, or digital technology can be collected and correlated with high-fidelity,
infrequently collected data to enable continuous, remote monitoring of engineered products via
user data. These user data are critical to determining current social impact indicators that can be
used in a posteriori social impact evaluation. We illustrate an application of this framework by
demonstrating how it can be used to collect data for calculating several social impact indicators
related to water hand pumps in Uganda. Key to this example is the use of a deep learning model
to correlate user type (man, woman, or child-statured) with raw hand pump data obtained via an
integrated motion unit sensor for 1,200 hand pump users.

2.1

Introduction
Approximately 4 billion people live on less than $8 per day and comprise what is often

referred to as the Base of the Pyramid (BOP) [1]. Designing and producing products that meet the
wants and needs of these income-poor individuals has the potential to improve their quality of life
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while also representing a significant market opportunity for companies of all sizes [4]. However,
many who undertake such pursuits often fail to design products that have the intended impact on
individuals in the developing world that comprise the BOP [2].
Evaluating a product’s social impact is critical to ensuring that mechanical design results
in positive impacts and avoids unintended negative impacts on people [4, 5]. The social impact
of a product refers to the effects that a product has on a person’s daily quality of life [6]. Many
different approaches are used for modeling the social impact of products or programs including a
logic model [7, 8], theory of change model [9], product impact metric [11], product social impact
model [12], or social sustainability indicator model [10].
To at least some extent, each social impact model requires combining user data into social
impact indicators, which are “what is measured or predicted in each impact category to understand
a product’s social impact” [12]. The change in these social impact indicators over time as calculated from user data can capture the social impact of a product or program as defined by Stevenson
et al. and illustrated in Figure 2.1 [12]. Collecting user data to calculate social impact indicators is
fundamental to quantifying the social impact of a product resulting from mechanical design.

Figure 2.1: Relationship between user data, social impact indicators, and social impact evaluation.

2.1.1

Direct Data
Several different types of and methods for collecting user data exist. User data collected

through direct interaction with or observation of users, termed direct data in the context of this
paper, is rich in information and has historically been the primary type of data most organizations
focus on obtaining when trying to understand social impacts [14]. Common methods used to collect direct data include surveys, focus groups, interviews, observational studies, and ethnography
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studies [15,16]. The challenge with obtaining direct data is that it can only realistically be collected
once or at low frequency intervals due to the high cost and extensive human facilitation required
to collect such data [18, 19]. This is often the case for those designing for global development who
are frequently geographically removed from their customers [52]. Even short term data collection
efforts may require travel and cost thousands of dollars. Therefore, each snapshot of direct data
has high value but also a large cost per data point for only a single point in time.

2.1.2

Indirect Data
User data collected without direct interaction with or observation of users, termed indirect

data in the context of this paper, can also be obtained to determine the social impact indicators of
a product. Advances in technology have enabled the collection of digital data that can be used to
enhance and assist the use of direct data to determine the effects of products on individuals. Common methods for collecting these indirect data include sensors, social media platforms, satellites,
and other internet and digital technology. The ability to rapidly collect and transmit vast amounts
of these data has led to it also being referred to as Big Data [20]. The advantages of using indirect
data are that it can be collected remotely, continuously, and often with a lower cost per data point
than manual collection by individuals. For a large quantity of continuously collected data, it is
generally less expensive to let a sensor collect data than to collect it manually. The challenge of
using indirect data is that it can have little value without some way to interpret its meaning.

2.1.3

Proposed Framework
In this paper, we propose a framework that demonstrates how direct and indirect data can

be used together to enable the remote, continuous, and real-time collection of user data for calculating product-related social impact indicators through an approach that can be less expensive than
manual data collection. These social impact indicators may then be used within one of the social
impact models mentioned previously to identify the social impact of a product, or they may be
used alone to simply understand the current social condition of an individual or population. The
framework takes advantage of both types of user data, which complement each other well as shown
in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Data types for evaluating social impact of engineered products.
Amount of
human effort
to obtain each
data point

Cost
per
data
point

Direct data

Higher

Higher

Higher

Indirect data

Lower

Lower

Lower

Independent Collection
or inherent
method or
value
representation period
Single
snapshot in
time
Continuous
(in
practice)

Example data sources

Surveys, Focus groups,
Interviews, Observational
studies, Ethnography studies
Online and social media
activity data, Remote sensor
data, Satellite data, Digital
purchase transaction data

While the current typical approach to calculating social impact indicators is to manually
collect direct data as shown in Figure 2.2(a), the proposed approach shown in Figure 2.2(b) is
inspired by machine learning and includes special considerations for remotely and more easily
collecting user data fundamental to calculating product-related social impact indicators. In machine learning, data is used to train a model which can then be used to make predictions about
future data. Similarly, this framework shows how indirect data can be used to train a deep learning
model, which can predict information-rich direct data for determining the social impact indicators
related to products. The trained deep learning model can then be used to continuously predict
direct data using indirect data without the need for frequent human facilitation. This approach
is especially useful for products in the developing world where the costs and difficulty of simply
collecting direct data can be prohibitive.

2.1.4

Deep Learning
We specifically advise the use of deep learning, a subset of machine learning, to provide

the critical correlation between direct and indirect data because of the ability of deep learning to
approximate complex functions or relationships more accurately than other machine learning approaches, especially when more than 10,000 data points are used in the model [41]. Deep learning
is promising here due to the success it has had in many other applications. Existing successful applications of deep learning include both supervised and unsupervised data and vary widely
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Figure 2.2: (a) Current approach for calculating social impact indicators, and (b) the proposed
framework for calculating social impact indicators that uses deep learning and continuously collected indirect data.
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from classification to generative tasks including image-based cancer detection [42], human-andcomputer conversation [43, 44], and image caption generation [45]. In another example, Bosco et
al. enhanced geographically sparse survey data (direct data) with geospatial satellite data (indirect
data) to predict physical growth stunting. They found that geospatial satellite data successfully
corresponded to an impressive 60% of the variance in their model predicting the physical growth
stunting of females across Nigeria [53]. Additional examples of effectively correlating direct and
indirect data in other areas include improving efficiency of restaurant health code inspections in
the City of Boston using Yelp reviews [54], tracking human activity using accelerometers in smartwatches [55], creating individual health trends from monitoring human waste in toilets [56], aiding
refugee settlement mapping with satellite imaging [57], tying farm production records to satellite
imagery to help farmers conduct crop forecasting [58], and predicting regions of poverty using
satellite imagery and census data [59].
Following the description and process for using the proposed framework, we demonstrate
the application of the framework in an example. In this example, a convolutional neural network
deep learning algorithm is used to correlate direct and indirect user data that can be used to calculate several social impact indicators of using water hand pumps in Uganda (see Section 2.3).

2.2

Proposed Framework: Effective Collection of User Data for Social Impact Indicators
The purpose of the proposed framework is to describe how social impact indicators can

be calculated from continuously and inexpensively collected user data. These social impact indicators may then provide the basis from which social impacts of products are evaluated. With
social impact indicators calculated and monitored over time, designers may then use this data in
the design process in at least three ways, including: 1) redesign of existing products, 2) designing
novel accessories for existing products that adapt or improve the functionality of a product relative
to the product’s original functionality, and 3) designing entirely new products, each based on insights provided by the data. For example, if location-specific social impact indicators for a water
hand pump indicated that a significant portion of water pumping is completed by adolescents, this
data would help designers possibly 1) redesign the pump to be more ergonomically efficient for
adolescents to use, 2) design a handle accessory adapter that adds an additional pump handle at a
more comfortable position for adolescents, or 3) design a completely new pump head and housing
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or design a new solar-powered pump that would run automatically so the adolescents could spend
time in school that previously was spent pumping.
Figure 2.2(b) illustrates each step of the Proposed Framework, which is shown in two
parts–above and below the dashed line. Above the dashed line, a simultaneously but infrequently
collected sample of direct and indirect data is used to train a deep learning model. Below the dashed
line, the trained deep learning model predicts direct data given continuously collected indirect
data. The predicted direct data, and indirect data in some instances, are then used to calculate
social impact indicators to continuously monitor the effects of a product’s use on the daily lives of
individuals. The process for using the framework is presented in Sections 2.2.1–2.2.6.

2.2.1

Step 1: Identify Use Context, Relevant Social Impact Categories, and Social Impact
Modeling Approach for the Product
First, identify the context of the product’s use and potential social impact categories rele-

vant to the product. Ulrich and Eppinger provide some guidance for and suggest that those managing the development of a product must identify the use environment, or context, of the product [60].
As the context of a product’s use is considered, potential impacts of the product will also
become more apparent. Eleven possible social impact categories to consider include health and
safety, education, paid work, conflict and crime, family, gender, human rights, stratification, population change, social networks and communication, and cultural identity and heritage, as outlined
by Rainock et al. [13].
A review of industry practices shows that product designers and engineers of technology
companies focus primarily on health and safety and generally do not consider other social impact
categories nearly as much [61]; yet, it is important to consider the other 10 categories because the
likelihood of impact in more than one category can be high [36]. Less-apparent impact categories
can be identified by utilizing the joint-probability of a product having impact in more than one
category, as presented by Ottosson et al. [36].
Additionally, it is useful in the early stages of this process to identify the approach to social
impact modeling that will be used to evaluate the social impacts of the product. Selecting the social
impact modeling approach helps provide structure for which indicators and hence user data will
be needed to evaluate the social impact. A thorough consideration of which approach is best for a
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given application is deferred to the respective authors of the different approaches [7–12]. However,
for product-related social impact modeling, we recommend the use of Stevenson et al.’s product
social impact model approach due to its product focus [12].

2.2.2

Step 2: Identify Social Impact Indicators, Direct Data, and Indirect Data to be Collected
The goal of this step is to identify the data to be gathered that will inform social impact

assessment. As shown in Figure 2.3, a correlation will be made between the indirect and direct
data that will be used to calculate social impact indicators and inform social impact.

Figure 2.3: Relationship between indirect data, direct data, social impact indicators, and social
impact evaluation.

The activities of choosing social impact indicators, the direct data required to calculate
those indicators, and indirect data sources required to predict the direct data are generally done in
parallel based largely on the constraints of what information is feasible to collect.
Identify the social impact indicators that inform social impact evaluation. Stevenson
et al. [12] describe a process for identifying appropriate social impact indicators. Their work
focuses on calculating indicators from existing databases, such as the World Bank, while this work
focuses on calculating pertinent indicators from user data collected from individuals relevant to the
product. We choose to do this because (i) existing databases do not always have all of the important
data relevant to an engineering design project, (ii) existing databases are often aggregated at a
national level, which causes data about communities, families or individuals within a country to
be inaccessible to engineering teams, and (iii) existing databases typically include data collected
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once or only a few times a year. When selecting social impact indicators, at least one indicator is
needed for each social impact category of interest, although as many indicators as are useful may
be used.
Identify direct data that are used to calculate social impact indicators. Direct data
are identified such that the change in the direct data indicates the effects of a product’s use on
an individual. The direct data are used to calculate the social impact indicators in one or more
of the selected social impact categories. The choice of which direct data to collect is guided by
the social impact category chosen and by the ability to correlate the direct data with indirect data.
Possible sources of direct data include surveys, focus groups, interviews, observational studies,
and ethnographic studies.
While the identification and collection of direct data is sufficient to calculate the social
impact indicators, the framework presented in this paper proposes the collection of indirect data
that can be correlated with and used to predict direct data. These predicted direct data can then be
used to continuously, remotely, and inexpensively calculate social impact indicators.
Identify sources of indirect data related to direct data. Useful indirect data have inherent relationships to each of the direct data of interest, such that the direct data can be predicted
given indirect data. Some potential sources of indirect data are sensor data (motion, vibration,
temperature, flow, pressure, strain, among others), online and social media activity data (product
reviews, Likes, Tweets and Retweets, Comments, etc.), satellite data (imaging, thermal imaging,
geographic, precipitation, etc.), and transaction data (online and offline purchase data).
The relationship between the direct and indirect data will be established with a correlation
model as discussed in Step 4 below. One potential issue to be aware of when selecting direct and
indirect data sources is that the original correlation may be so specific to the initial data that they
do not generalize well to future data [62]. Therefore, when considering possible sources of indirect
data for predicting direct data, it is important to consider the following:
1. Is there reasonable evidence of a relationship between the direct and indirect data?
2. Does the relationship between the indirect and direct data remain relatively constant with
time?
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3. Is it possible to perform periodic re-sampling of direct data to maintain an accurate correlation?
4. Can the direct data be accurately predicted using only the indirect data?
If the answers to the questions above are “yes”, the source of indirect data is likely to be
well suited for predicting direct data through a correlation model. If “no” is the answer to any
of the above questions, the relationship between the selected direct and indirect data may require
more frequent validation, or different indirect data may be a better choice.
To illustrate this step, an example is provided. SweetSense Incorporated has deployed
a cellular enabled data collection system for latrines that reports (a) each use of the latrine, (b)
the approximate fill level of the waste receptacle and (c) the GPS location of the latrine [63]. If
the sensor were installed at a school, the recorded uses of the latrine could act as the indirect
data, and could be correlated with the number of students attending the school (direct data) as
determined through survey or observation. The correlation model could then be used to predict
number of students attending the school given uses of the latrine. If the predicted number of
students attending the school were compared to the census of school-age children, the percentage
of school-age children attending school could be calculated as a social impact indicator. These data
could be collected remotely and continuously before and after a project or product introduction to
assess the educational social impact.

2.2.3

Step 3: Collect Data and Construct Correlation Model
Step 3 is comprised of Step 3a and Step 3b below because of the interdependent relationship

between data collection and correlation model creation.

Step 3a: Collect Direct and Indirect Training Data
After identifying the data needed to calculate the social impact indicators of interest, simultaneously collect an initial set of direct and indirect data (referred to as training data) that will
be used to construct the correlation model for predicting direct data given indirect data.
One potential issue when collecting data is class imbalance: when one or more of the
classes being classified has a dramatically lower number of samples than the other class or classes.
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Class imbalance is important to be aware of during the data collection step because it can potentially lower the classification accuracy of the lower frequency class, which is especially important
when it is critical to classify each class with similar accuracy. To avoid class imbalance, an approximately equal number of samples from each class should be collected when possible. If the
sample class cannot be selected when collecting data, class imbalance can be addressed during the
creation of the correlation model.
Also, in collecting the training data, it is important to consider the long-term indirect data
collection process. It is beneficial to create a data collection process that will not only work for
collecting training data but also enable the continuous, remote, and inexpensive collection of future
indirect data which will be used to predict direct data in real-time. Important considerations for
long-term data collection are discussed in Section 2.2.5.

Step 3b: Construct Correlation Model between Direct and Indirect Data
Select and construct a correlation model that effectively captures the relationship between
the direct and indirect data. The intent of the correlation model is to predict direct data given future
indirect data. As a note, the correlation model is different than the social impact model mentioned
previously. The relationship between direct and indirect data is often non-linear; thus, a machine
learning tool, such as deep learning, is a promising candidate to model the relationship and recognize complex relationships between the direct and indirect data of interest [64]. However, any
type of correlation model could be considered here. Some potential modeling approaches include
logistic regression, support vector machines, regression trees, and supervised deep learning classification models (such as a convolutional neural network). It is also beneficial to consider multiple
different correlation modeling approaches for comparison, exploring the fastest to implement options first to determine whether a simple logistic regression model, for example, will produce the
needed performance. The number of models created and compared will likely be constrained by
the minimum accuracy required for the correlation to be useful and the time and resources available
to create such models.
As this work focuses on the use of deep learning to produce correlation models, an outline
of the recommended process for creating a deep learning model is provided here. This process
describes what can be done to achieve the theoretical maximum performance of a given correlation
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model and can be stopped as soon as desired model performance is reached with subsequent steps
then being unnecessary. This process applies to most deep learning models generally and includes
specific details for applying deep learning models to developing world applications. Every issue
or detail of creating a desirable deep learning model is not addressed, but the process is described
in further detail by Goodfellow et al. [38] and other researchers as specified in the relevant steps.
If completing the following steps do not result in the needed model performance, there
are two possible reasons. The first possible cause is that there is a fundamental disconnect in the
relationship between the direct and indirect data. One solution for this is to collect an additional
source of indirect data that could help explain the direct data of interest and repeat the entire process
while including the new data source. The second possible cause is that the learning algorithm being
used is not well suited to approximate the relationship of interest. This may be solved by using
another existing algorithm or developing a new deep learning algorithm.
After acceptable accuracy has been achieved, the constructed model can then be used to
predict direct data given future indirect data.
The recommended process for creating the model is as follows:
1) Identify appropriate error metrics and goal performance values for those error
metrics. Classification accuracy is the most common performance metric although precision, recall, F-score, or others may be more useful for a given application [38, 65].
2) Create baseline model and end-to-end data processing method including initial performance values. Hyperparameter tuning can be used to obtain the best initial model possible [38].
3) Consider the effects of class imbalance on model performance as indicated by a
lower classification accuracy for the class(es) for which there are a lower number of data samples.
A confusion matrix of the predicted classifications can be used to identify the accuracy of each
class prediction. Class imbalance may need to be dealt with when there is an underrepresented
class that critically needs to be classified accurately (as in the case of cancer cell detection in medical imaging). However, class imbalance is not always a problem if there is a class that does not
occur as frequently as others and that class does not need to be classified with greater accuracy than
is currently being attained. It may be best to accept a lower classification accuracy of the lower
frequency class in order to preserve the overall accuracy because techniques for handling class
imbalance can improve the accuracy of the lower frequency class at the expense of the overall
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accuracy. When it is determined that class imbalance is adversely affecting the model’s performance, techniques for resolving class imbalance include oversampling [65], undersampling [65],
SMOTE [65], focal loss [66], and ClusBUS [67].
4) Check quality of data. If the data is noisy, corrupt, or has other avoidable issues
based on the domain, better data should be collected instead of just collecting more data. Often
it is tempting to use a new algorithm or change modeling approach if performance does not meet
requirements. However, it is typically more important to collect better data than to try to improve
the deep learning algorithm. [38]
5) Determine whether to collect more data. This can be done by plotting the test error
versus log scale training set size for models created from all data and smaller subsets of data within
the existing dataset. Because there is commonly a trend between test error and training set size,
the trend can indicate if a larger training set would be beneficial. Collecting more data will be
beneficial if the test error is trending downward with increasing training set size [68].
During the process of creating the models from the reduced datasets, model layer sizes and
hyperparameters will need to be adjusted to avoid overfitting and maintain an accurate representation of the true model performance.
In most deep learning modeling processes, it is often more beneficial and thus recommended to collect more data rather than trying to use a different learning algorithm once it is
determined that more data will reduce test error for the current algorithm. However, due to the
typically high cost of collecting additional training data in developing world situations, it may be
more time effective to explore additional learning algorithms.
6) If collecting more data is projected to reduce the test error, simultaneously collect
the additional data and check/refine model performance until required performance or theoretical max accuracy is achieved. Collecting a small amount of additional samples is not likely
to improve the model, so it is recommended to double the number of collected samples between
experiments. The number of parameters in the model and the hyperparameters will need to be
refined when creating new models after adding more data. Including additional data to reduce test
error will become unproductive as it asymptotes.
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2.2.4

Step 4: Calculate Social Impact Indicators from Training Data
With the initial set of direct data collected, the initial social impact indicators can be cal-

culated. Calculating indicator values from the initial data will help ensure that all data necessary
for calculating indicators has been collected and that there are no issues with the social impact
indicator equations before moving into long-term data collection efforts.

2.2.5

Step 5: Continuously Collect Indirect Data to Predict Direct Data and Calculate Social
Impact Indicators
The benefit of using this framework is the increased frequency of direct data predictions

that offer near real-time insight into the social impact and enable quantification of a product’s
usage. The predicted direct data can act as a surrogate for direct data during the time between
collecting direct data samples.
When preparing for continuous remote monitoring, consider the following:
• Collection and storage method for indirect data
• Power source and recharging of data collection system (if applicable)
• Data pipeline configuration including telecommunication technology
• Frequency of indirect data processing appropriate to the application
• User rights and data privacy
For example, if the indirect data source is a sensor, the indirect data could be transmitted
remotely using the cellular network and stored using web servers. Then, the raw sensor data would
be configured for use with the correlation model. Finally, the model would predict direct data as
the indirect data is fed into the correlation model at a frequency appropriate for the application.
Utilize the constructed correlation model to predict direct data given the continuously collected indirect data. The indirect and thereby predicted direct data should be collected for a sufficient amount of time to be representative of the impacts to be identified. The predicted direct data
can then be used to nearly continuously calculate social impact indicators and fed into the social
impact model chosen in Step 1 to identify the social impacts of the product as shown in Figure
2.3).
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2.2.6

Step 6: Maintain Accuracy of Direct and Indirect Data Correlation
It is possible that the relationship between the direct and indirect data will change over

time as human behavior and other social, political, environmental, and economic factors change.
Therefore, it is important to periodically and as often as needed collect samples of simultaneously
collected direct and indirect data. The new batch of data can then be used to update the correlation
model and maintain or improve the accuracy of the correlation between the direct and indirect
data. Data collection partnerships with individuals or organizations that live near the population of
interest can further reduce the cost of maintaining the accuracy of the correlation.

2.2.7

Framework Summary
The proposed framework is an approach to enhancing information-rich, manually collected

direct data with predicted direct data for calculating social impact indicators. The predicted direct
data are made possible through a correlation model that is trained using simultaneously collected
direct and indirect data. The framework’s effectiveness is realized in situations where manually
collecting direct data is especially costly, yet where indirect data can be collected remotely and
continuously, such as in developing countries. This framework provides a relatively inexpensive
approach to remotely gather continuous, detailed data regarding the effects of a product’s use on
the lives of individuals in situations located remotely from the researcher. The following section
illustrates one detailed example of how this framework was employed.

2.3

Example: Water Hand Pumps in Uganda
The proposed framework is used to demonstrate how direct and indirect data, correlated via

a deep learning model, can be collected to continuously calculate social impact indicators relevant
to water hand pump users. This example focuses on the application of only Steps 1-4 due to the
long-term maintenance focus of Steps 5 and 6.
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2.3.1

Step 1: Use Context, Relevant Social Impact Categories, and Social Impact Modeling
Approach for Water Hand Pump
Regarding the context of the product in this example, harmful safety and gender related

impacts regarding water hand pump use can be more effectively addressed with a more complete
picture of those who are using water pumps and when the pumps are being accessed [69].
The task of collecting clean water external from the home is a task that affects men, women,
and children differently. In developing countries, it is reported that as many as 80% of women and
girls are primarily responsible for drawing and transporting water for household consumption [70–
72]. However, accurately measuring the water collection burden placed on women and children as
it changes over time and over a widespread area is difficult and impractical.
Water pump usage practices have important gender implications by limiting female involvement in other activities or threatening the physical well-being of women and girls. When
women and girls are tasked with obtaining water and other household chores, their involvement
in other activities such as generating income, spending time with community or family members,
childcare, leisure, or schooling can suffer. With respect to schooling, domestic responsibilities
are more likely to prevent girls than boys from being on time or attending school altogether. One
study in Morocco showed that projects designed to reduce girls’ responsibility for collecting water increased girls’ school attendance 21 percent over a four-year period [17]. Another study by
Assaad et al. examines the relationship between work (including paid work and domestic chores
like collecting water) and schooling for a sample of 2,442 girls in Egypt ages 6 through 14. Assaad et al. found that an increased probability of working is negatively associated with attending
school [73].
The implications for everyday female experiences related to retrieving water extend beyond school-related activities. Other consequences of fetching water, especially over long distances, may include physical strain, threats to physical safety, and animal attacks [74]. Pommells
et al. discuss the threats to women’s well-being associated with getting water in communities in
East African countries. One informant who describes the risks of sexual assault states, “It is a good
time to take advantage of women who are going to water sources to carry water home, especially
peak hours, early in the morning...and late in the evening...on their way, these guys are waiting
for them, and since it is generally accepted practice of the community, they will be raped” [75].
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Because water collection may constitute such a large portion of the day, gendered water retrieval
practices leaves women and girls more vulnerable to the threat of sexual violence. By gaining a
more complete picture of those who are using water pumps and when the pumps are being accessed, communities can address these issues and begin to implement new practices that will help
to ameliorate harmful and gendered outcomes.
Based on this context, the five relevant social impact categories from Rainock et al. [13]
related to water hand pump usage are gender, health and safety, conflict and crime, education, and
paid work.
We chose to follow the product social impact modeling approach as presented by Stevenson
et al. [12]. In short, the product social impact model consists of identifying social impact indicators
for each relevant category and using direct data to calculate those social impact indicators. The
example presented here includes the selection of social impact indicators and initial calculations,
but does not extend through time.

2.3.2

Step 2: Identify Social Impact Indicators, Direct Data, and Indirect Data
The indicators chosen for the Gender social impact category were total number of hours

and fraction of daily pump usage by each of the user groups (men, women, and children-statured).
These two indicators were selected because they reflect how the water collection burden varies by
gender and age group.
The indicator chosen for the Health and Safety social impact category was average individual fraction of daily energy intake (from food consumption) expended by users of each group. This
was chosen as it indicates the potential health and nutritional challenge of each user group caused
by lost calories due to pumping water.
The indicators chosen for the Conflict and Crime social impact category were total and
fraction of hours spent pumping water by each of the user groups during the two hours before
sunrise and two hours after sunset. These were chosen because the two hours before sunrise and
two hours after sunset are the pump usage times during which individuals are more susceptible to
physical attack.
The indicator chosen for the Education social impact category was the fraction of total
pump usage by child-statured individuals during school hours (8 AM-5 PM). This was chosen as
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it indicates the fraction of time during the day that children were using the pump instead of being
in school.
Finally, the indicator chosen for the Paid Work social impact category was the potential
wages lost for men and women due to their using the pump as this indicates the financial implications that using the pump instead of working had on men versus women.

Social Impact Indicators
The social impact indicators identified for each of the relevant categories identified are
shown in Equations 2.1–2.10. For the Gender social impact category, the imbalance in water
collection roles across genders was considered.
For the Gender social impact category:
Ni

TU,i =

∑ tU,i j

(2.1)

j=1

where TU,i is the total pump usage time for the ith group, i=1, 2, and 3 for men, women, and
children, respectively, tU,i j is the pump usage time for the jth user of the ith group, and Ni is the
number of individuals in the ith group.
FTU,i =

TU,i
3
∑i=1 TU,i

(2.2)

where FTU,i is the fraction of time of total pump usage by the ith group and Tu,i is total pump usage
time for the ith group.
For the Health and Safety social impact category:

FEU,i

Ni
eU,i j
∑ j=1
=
Ni · eS,i

(2.3)

where FEU,i is the average individual fraction of energy expended by a user of the ith group, eU,i j
is the energy expended by the jth user of the ith group while pumping, Ni is the number of users
of the ith group, and eS,i is the average individual energy obtained through sustenance of the ith
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group.
NP

eU,i j

d ∑ i A j,k
= V · ρ · g · · k=1
2
Amax

(2.4)

where N pi is the number of pump strokes of the jth user in the ith group, A j,k is the pump amplitude
of the kth pump stroke of the jth user, and Amax is the maximum possible pump stroke amplitude
for the water hand pump being used.
For the Conflict and Crime social impact category:
Ni

TUH ,i =

∑ tUH ,i j

(2.5)

j=1

where TUH ,i is the total pump usage time spent by individuals of the ith group during the high risk
hours two hours after sunset and two hours before sunrise, tUH ,i j is the pump usage time during
high risk hours for the jth user of the ith group, and Ni is the number of individuals in the ith group
that used the pump during high risk hours.
FTUH ,i =

TUH ,i
TH

(2.6)

where FTUH ,i is the fraction of total pump usage time during high risk hours by the ith group and
TH is the total time during the high risk hours.
The indicator values for groups 2 and 3 (women and children) are particularly important
for this category since women and children are at a higher risk of being victims of crime or attack.
For the Education social impact category:
N3

TUD ,3 =

∑ tUD,3 j

(2.7)

j=1

where TUD ,3 is the total pump usage time spent by individuals in group 3 (children) during the typical education period as specified by the Ugandan government of 8 AM to 5 PM on weekdays, tUD ,3 j
is the pump usage time during the typical education period for the jth user of group 3 (children),
and N3 is the number of users in group 3 (children) that used the pump during the typical education
period [76].
FTUD ,3 =
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TUD ,3
TD

(2.8)

where FTUD ,3 is the fraction of total pump usage time during which the pump was being used by
group 3 users (children) during typical education period and TD is the total time during the typical
education period.
For the Paid Work social impact category:
WU,i = TU,i · Ri

(2.9)

where WU,i is the potential wages lost due to time of pump usage of the ith group and Ri is the
average rate of pay for the ith group, which is the pay rate the user could be earning if not pumping
water. [77]

FWU,i =

WU,i
3
∑i=1 WU,i

(2.10)

where FWU,i is the fraction of potential wages lost by the ith group due to pump usage.

Direct Data
The primary source of direct data required to calculate the social indicators identified is
given by the usage of the water hand pump by user type (man, woman, or child) throughout the
day as it indicates their relative water collecting responsibilities. User types were classified as
man, woman, or child-statured by an observational researcher familiar with dress and cultural
norms that indicated the user type. The stature distinction was used due to the occasional difficulty
of distinguishing between small-statured adults and/or large-statured children. The genders of
children were not distinguished.

Indirect Data
The indirect data used here to predict the direct data was data from an inertial measurement
unit that measured pump handle angle over time (see Figure 2.4). At the outset of this study, it was
observed that the speed of pumping and magnitude of pump strokes differed between individuals,
and we theorized it was distinct between men, women, and children. Therefore, this pair of direct
and indirect data were chosen for this experiment.
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2.3.3

Step 3a: Collect Direct and Indirect Training Data
Observation of pump users at a distance of 10 to 15 meters from the pump was our approach

to direct data collection in order to avoid biasing the normal use of the pump by speaking to pump
users. Interacting with pump users and asking them their age and gender may have resulted in a
slightly more accurate classification but would have been obtrusive and could have affected normal
pump usage.
The indirect data was obtained using an Arduino microcontroller setup equipped with a
Bosch BNO055 9-axis (accelerometer, gyro, magnetometer) absolute orientation sensor that was
mounted on the pump handle. This measured and stored the handle angle on an onboard microSD
card at a frequency of 12-25 Hz. The variable collection frequency was due to an unexpected
reduction in data writing speed that occurred as file size increased. To account for variable collection frequency, a second channel of time between data points (in milliseconds) was used along
with the handle angle as an input channel to the deep learning model. Figure 2.5 shows the sensor
mounted on the pump handle and Figure 2.4 shows a more detailed photo of the hardware. Figure
2.6 shows a representative 5 second segment of handle angle-versus-time data. To identify when
one user would stop and the next begin, a remote control sensor connected to the handle sensor via
Bluetooth allowed the data collector to increment the user number.
These data were collected from 1,181 users including 115,000 pump strokes and 2.67 million data points obtained over a total of 4 full days at 4 pump sites in 2 different cities located at
different ends of the country in Uganda. Table 2.2 shows a summary of the demographics of the
data collected.
Table 2.2: Demographics for data collected for this example.

Number
of
users
Number
of
hours using
pump

Men

Women

Children

Total

98

321

762

1,181

7.4

19.4

20.0

46.8
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Because the users of the pump could not be chosen, class imbalance could not be treated at
this stage of the process.

Figure 2.4: Microcontroller setup comprised of a custom PCB and sensors that tracked motion of
the handle while researchers incremented users with a remote control.

Figure 2.5: Pump site in northern Uganda with the sensor mounted to the pump handle.
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Figure 2.6: Representative 5 second chunk of angle versus time data collected using the sensor
system.

2.3.4

Step 3b: Construct Correlation Model between Direct and Indirect Data
The initial desired classification accuracy of the model chosen for this application by the

practitioners is 75%. This was chosen based on the initial accuracy of deep learning classification
of other similar applications [78, 79]. The performance measure of accuracy was chosen over
precision, recall, and F-score because we are primarily interested in overall classification accuracy
without any particular interest in improving the classification accuracy of the the least represented
class, which was men in this example.
Three potential correlation models were considered to provide the correlation between the
direct data of user type and the indirect data of pump handle angle versus time: logistic regression,
convolutional neural network, and recurrent neural network. The convolutional neural network is
given primary focus as the most accurate and useful model.

Data Preparation
Inherent in the training of a supervised classification or correlation model is the often manual classification of the dataset to generate the training data. To classify each user type, we worked
with local assistants to establish visual indicators of gender based primarily on culturally indica34

tive clothing. Each segment of sensor data was paired with its user type by observing pump users
and classifying each user as man, woman, or child-statured. To reduce classification bias between
pump sites, the same researcher classified the data from all locations and pumping periods.
As customary in model creation, the data were prepared prior to use in the models. Approximately 5 percent of the original users whose data was severely corrupted by sensor drift were
removed. Dormant time during which the pump handle was not being moved was also removed
from the dataset.

Logistic Regression
A multinomial logistic regression model was created using JMP 14 statistical software
because it provided a simple proof of concept and was straightforward to implement [80]. This
model used the stroke level inputs of pump stroke period and amplitude to predict user type. A
70/30 train/predict split was used for this model and resulted in a classification accuracy of 51.5
%. While the classification accuracy obtained by this logistic regression model is much better
than random (33%), it is nevertheless significantly lower than that resulting from the convolutional
neural network as shown next and justifies the use of deep learning in creating the correlation. This
lower accuracy indicates that the information contained when using isolated strokes as used by the
logistic regression model to predict user type is not as indicative of user type as when analyzing
the raw data of multiple strokes together as done by the deep learning model. Therefore, the need
for deep learning in this case is validated.

Convolutional Neural Network
The ability of deep learning models to identify the characteristic pumping features of the
different user types more effectively than the traditional statistical approach of logistic regression
made it well suited for use as the correlation model in this application. The specific deep learning
model used for this application is a convolutional neural network with a one or more 1D convolutional layers followed by a final fully-connected layer. This was selected due to its ability
to extract data features more effectively than a basic fully-connected deep neural network. One-
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dimensional convolutions were used to extract features from the 1D time series data similar to how
2D convolutions extract features from an image.
Two data channels of handle angle and sampling period were used as the inputs for the
convolutional neural network. The data were normalized and adjusted to have a mean of zero
before being fed into the deep learning model.
In order to use a convolutional neural network, a fixed size array input was required. This
was achieved by selecting sequential and random chunks of a fixed number of sequential data
points from the entire segment of a user’s data. At the sampling frequencies stated, each chunk of
data points represents approximately 4-8 seconds of pumping motion. In practice, this means that
a man who pumped for 100 seconds was effectively represented in the data set by 12-25 unique
chunks.
The Pytorch open source deep learning platform was used in conjunction with Colab,
Google’s cloud–based Jupyter notebook environment to provide the computational ability to create
the model [81,82]. A randomized 70/30 train/test split at the user level was used to designate which
user data was used to train versus validate the model. The loss function used was cross entropy
loss as shown in Equation 2.11 because, in practice, it typically provides more accurate results in
deep learning classification models than other loss functions. The Adam optimizer algorithm with
β values of 0.9 and 0.99 for β1 and β2 , respectively, was used for all models due to its historically
high performance on convolutional neural networks [83]. All models were run for 30 epochs which
was sufficient to allow the model sufficient time to learn.
1
loss = −
N

N

!

∑ log(ŷi)

(2.11)

i=1

where N is the total number of chunks and ŷi is the resulting softmax probability of the true class
for each chunk [84].
Preliminary hyperparameter exploration was used to identify acceptable and reasonable
baseline model hyperparameters. The hyperparameters that were considered include number, size,
and shape of convolutional and fully connected layers, dropout (y/n; dropout percentage), chunk
size, batch size, learning rate, and activation function. Systematic hyperparameter exploration
was then completed to identify the values of these hyperparameters that resulted in the highest
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model accuracy. This process first involved holding other baseline hyperparameters constant while
adding convolutional layers (stride=1) with double the output channels as the previous layer until
overfitting occurred. This was followed by the addition of regularization efforts in the form of
adding dropout layers in various places of the model. Several different approaches of adding
dropout were considered including having one dropout layer (p=0.25) after the first convolutional
layer, dropout layers (p=0.15) after every convolutional layer, and dropout layers (p=0.25) after
every convolutional layer. Figure 2.7 shows the resultant average of the 4-fold-cross-validation
classification accuracy of the models. Based on this process, the models with approximately 10,000
parameters provided the highest accuracy without significant overfitting.

Classification Accuracy (%)

68
66
64
62
60
58
56
54
103

No Dropout
25% Dropout after 1st layer
15% Dropout after all conv. layers
25% Dropout after all conv. layers

104

105

106

Number of Parameters

Figure 2.7: Classification accuracy versus number of model parameters for models with increasing
number of convolutional layers and dropout.

The effect of other hyperparameters including chunk size (50, 100, 150, and 200), batch
size (25, 40, and 55), learning rate (0.01, 0.001, and 0.0001), and activation function (ReLU,
SELU, and LeakyReLU (negative slope=0.01)) were also considered for the baseline 10,000 parameter model using 3-fold-cross-validation to find the average accuracy. The results of this analysis indicated that the only changes which improved accuracy were increasing the chunk size from
100 to 150 (67% accurate) and reducing batch size from 40 to 25 (66% accurate).
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The most accurate and best generalizing model identified as a result of this process discerned between men, women and children-statured users with 67% test accuracy (where 33% is
random) and between men and women/children-statured combined with 84% test accuracy (where
50% is random). The model used 3 convolutional layers and 1 fully-connected layer with the ReLU
activation function and dropout (p=0.15) after every convolutional layer with chunk size of 150.
This resulted in a model with 16,043 parameters. The topology of the network used is as follows:
• Input array: 100 x 2 (100 Samples x 2 Channels for Current Angle and Time between Sampling)
• 1-D Convolutional Layer (Input channels: 2, Output Channels: 8, Kernel Size: 3, Stride: 1,
Padding: 0)
• ReLU
• Dropout (Percent removed: 15%)
• 1-D Convolutional Layer (Input channels: 8, Output Channels: 16, Kernel Size: 3, Stride: 1,
Padding: 0)
• ReLU
• Dropout (Percent removed: 15%)
• 1-D Convolutional Layer (Input channels: 16, Output Channels: 32, Kernel Size: 3, Stride:
1, Padding: 1)
• ReLU
• Dropout (Percent removed: 15%)
• Fully connected layer (Input size: 4672, Output size: 3 or 2 (For full or reduced class model
cases, respectively)
Due to the class imbalance of having a larger number of women and children for which data
was collected, the classification accuracy of the model was 50%, 76%, and 65% for men, women,
and children, respectively (34% and 92% for the men and combined women-children, respectively,
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for the combined model). Since women and children typically use the pump more than men,
no efforts are necessary to implement class imbalance techniques to improve the classification
accuracy of men at the expense of overall accuracy.
While 67% accuracy is a decent starting classification accuracy, this application would
benefit by an improved classification model. This warrants completing the process to determine
whether the model could be improved through further data collection. The first step to this process
is examining the current data to determine whether it is noisy or corrupt. Upon inspection of
the data, it was clear that approximately 5% of the data was unusable due to major drift; thus, it
was removed. The remainder of the data was usable but also suffered with noise artifacts caused
by sensor drift that seem likely to introduce error and reduce model accuracy. Therefore, the most
beneficial next step to improving the model is to recollect the data using an improved sensor system
void of drift artifacts. We plan to use a different sensing mechanism to treat the drift problem for
future data collection.

Recurrent Neural Network
Another potential way to improve model accuracy is through the use of a recurrent neural network to provide the classification ability due to the ability of recurrent neural networks to
capture long term behaviour as compared to a purely convolutional neural network approach [38].
However, the use of a recurrent neural network in this case would be more difficult to deploy
than the convolutional neural network because, unlike the convolutional neural network, a recurrent neural network would require prior identification of when one user stops and another begins.
Therefore, the development of a recurrent neural network model for this application is the subject
of future work.

2.3.5

Step 4: Calculate Social Impact Indicators from Training Data
The calculations of social impact indicators were completed using direct data that were

collected during the two days at pump sites in Jinja and two days at pump sites in Gulu. Table
2.3 shows the calculated social impact indicators by location as averages over the two days of data
collected at each location. The following approaches were used in calculating the indicators:
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Health and Safety - the maximum possible pump stroke amplitude (Amax ) on the pumps
observed was approximately 52 degrees. The pump parameters (V and d) were specific to the India Mark II hand pump and found in [85]. Values for average individual energy obtained through
sustenance for each group (eS,i ) were approximated using values from the Dietary Reference Intakes [86].
Conflict and Crime - our researchers were collecting data approximately 30 minutes before
sunrise and one hour after sunset, but the user type was not recorded during the dark hours, so the
fraction of users of each type was assumed to be the same for light and dark hours of the day.
Paid work - the average hourly wage (Ri ) was approximated for men using the “compensation of employees” in Uganda published by the World Bank [77]. The “compensation of employees” was divided by the number of working days (6 days per week * 52 weeks = 312 days) and
working hours per day (8 hours per day). According to this approximation, Ugandan men make
$0.29 USD per hour. According to Campos et. al., Ugandan women salaries are approximately
one third of a typical Ugandan man’s salary [87]; thus, the women’s hourly wage is estimated to
be $0.10 USD per hour.
Education - the typical education period as specified by the Ugandan government is 8 AM
to 5 PM on weekdays [76].

2.3.6

Steps 5-6: Continuously Collect Indirect Data to Predict Direct Data and Calculate
Social Impact Indicators / Maintain Accuracy of Direct and Indirect Data Correlation
These steps were not completed for this experiment due to the long-term maintenance focus

of these steps. Long-term data collection will involve the deployment of a sensor that will transmit
data via cellular networks. The device will be powered using an energy harvester which converts
mechanical power during pumping into electrical energy. Additional training sets will be gathered
during field studies or by employing local individuals.

2.3.7

Discussion of Example
The example included provides a number of insights regarding the social impacts of water

hand pumps in Uganda as well as the application of the framework proposed in this paper.
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Table 2.3: Calculated current social impact indicators for two locations in Uganda.
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Category

Description

Indicator

Gender
Gender
Gender
Gender
Gender
Gender
Education
Education
Conflict and Crime
Conflict and Crime
Conflict and Crime
Health and Safety
Health and Safety
Health and Safety
Paid Work
Paid Work
Paid Work
Paid Work
Paid Work
Paid Work

Time men pumped (hours/day)
Time women pumped (hours/day)
Time children pumped (hours/day)
Fraction of pump usage time, men (%)
Fraction of pump usage time, women (%)
Fraction of pump usage time, children (%)
Time children pumped during school hours (hours/day)
Fraction of pump usage time during school hours, children (%)
Time men pumped during high risk hours (hours/day)
Time women pumped during high risk hours (hours/day)
Time children pumped during high risk hours (hours/day)
Fraction of individual daily energy expended pumping, men (%)
Fraction of individual daily energy expended pumping, women (%)
Fraction of individual daily energy expended pumping, children (%)
Potential wages lost due to time pumping, men (USD/day)
Potential wages lost due to time pumping, women (USD/day)
Potential wages lost due to time pumping, children (USD/day)
Fraction of potential wages lost, men (%)
Fraction of potential wages lost, women (%)
Fraction of potential wages lost, children (%)

TU,1
TU,2
TU,3
FTU,1
FTU,2
FTU,3
TUD ,3
FTUD ,3
TUH ,1
TUH ,2
TUH ,3
FEU,1
FEU,2
FEU,3
WU,1
WU,2
WU,3
FWU,1
FWU,2
FWU,3

Jinja Average

Gulu Average

2.7
2.6
7.4
21
20
59
4.6
55
0.64
0.62
1.8
0.84
0.62
0.17
0.78
0.26
N/A
75
25
N/A

1.0
7.1
2.6
9
66
24
1.9
23
0.12
0.87
0.32
0.43
0.80
0.46
0.29
0.71
N/A
29
71
N/A

Observing local Ugandans using the water hand pumps for four days showed some patterns.
First, the water collection burden indeed falls primarily on the shoulders of women and children at
least at these pump locations in Uganda. As shown in Table 2.3, men represented approximately
21% and 9% of pump users in Jinja and Gulu, respectively, where the women and children represented the remaining 79% and 91% respectively. Men operated the pumps for a much lower
percentage of time but were frequently present while women or children operated the pump.
Also, the Conflict and Crime rows of Table 2.3 show that women and children continue to
shoulder the water collection burden, even during higher risk hours, thus placing them in potential
dangers discussed in Section 3.1.
Although women and children primarily carry the water collection burden in these areas
of Uganda, the potential wages lost due to time pumping (see Paid Work rows of Table 2.3) is
not as straightforward. Because men are on average paid 3 times more than women in Uganda,
women have to put in more time pumping water to match men’s wages lost due to pumping. After
accounting for this difference in hourly wage and the total pumping time by men and women, the
potential wages lost by men and women varied greatly by location. In Jinja, men lost 3 times the
potential wages as women, and in Gulu, women lost 2.4 times the potential wages as men.
Regarding energy lost by individuals in the different user groups, results varied by location.
In Jinja, men typically expended the greatest proportion of their individual daily energy pumping
(0.84%), whereas in Gulu, women typically expended the greatest proportion of individual daily
energy (0.80%) as shown in the Health and Safety rows of Table 2.3.
Regarding the Education social impact indicators, the fraction of pump users that were
children during normal school hours was 55% in Jinja and 23% in Gulu. If this information was
collected continuously, patterns could be observed over time that may suggest causes for children
missing school. Perhaps more children miss school during harvest time, or more children help
fetch water during breaks from school. The remote and continuous collection of these data could
offer valuable insights.
Finally, although not captured quantitatively, the pump was a place of community. Groups
of women or children would converse or play near the pump as they waited their turn to retrieve
water. In terms of the social impact categories [13], the pump was a place of social network and
communication for these local Ugandans. Compared to gathering water at the closest natural water
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source, individuals may choose to travel farther to fetch clean water at the community pump, thus
connecting them to neighbors with whom they would not otherwise have had frequent contact.

2.3.8

Future Improvements
Regarding the application of the proposed framework, this example showed that a corre-

lation model can be created that predicts direct data given indirect data. The indirect data can be
remotely collected and used to predict direct data continuously. To improve the predictive power
of the correlation model, our next steps would be to:
• Recollect the original data to eliminate the noise and drift challenges experienced with the
original dataset
• Collect additional data (if needed)
• Reconstruct the deep learning model using a recurrent neural network learning algorithm (if
needed)
• Collect indirect data from an additional source to supplement or replace inertial measurement
unit data (if needed)
Individually, each of these steps have potential to improve the accuracy of the correlation model,
so it may only be necessary to perform one, such as recollecting the inertial measurement unit
data and attenuating noise. The order in which the steps are performed is driven by the resources
necessary and available to perform each step.

2.4

Concluding Remarks
It is beneficial to evaluate a product’s social impact, or how a product affects an individual’s

daily quality of life, in order to ensure the effects of mechanical design are positive and to identify
design changes that could be made to new or existing products. Understanding a product’s social
impact is made possible through calculating social impact indicators from collected user data.
The framework presented herein provides a method for predicting direct data–used to calculate social impact indicators–given related indirect data. This framework employs correlation
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models, particularly deep learning models, to correlate information-rich but expensive and infrequently collected user data with raw, inexpensive, and continuously collected user data. The intent
of this approach is that the correlation model predicts direct data given indirect data, thus, increasing the quantity and frequency of direct data for social impact indicator calculations.
An example is provided that illustrates how this framework can be used in a developing
world setting to gather user data related to the social impact indicators of water hand pumps on
individuals in Uganda. The example shows how data from an inertial measurement unit connected
to the handle of the pump is used to train a deep learning model to predict if the user of the pump
is man, woman, or child-statured. This predicted direct data can then be used to calculate social
impact indicators relevant to gender, conflict and crime, health and safety, paid work, and education
social impact categories. The data collected for this example can be found at gdi.byu.edu.
A vital part of deciding how a design should be changed to improve its social impact is to
first identify the product’s current social impact, which is the focus of this framework. While it can
be difficult to determine whether the calculated social impacts of a product are due to its design and
not other factors, social impact indicators can nevertheless help designers identify beneficial design
changes to the product. Further, the potential for design changes are not limited to that product
for which social impact indicator data is collected. For example, in the water pump application
discussed in this paper, the data collected indicates that much of the time spent using the pump
was done by children. This points to at least two possible design changes: a pump handle or
handle adapter to make pumping easier for children (related to the product for which the data
was measured), and a better method for children to transport the heavy water containers (related
to a different product). Other possible design changes indicated by the data collected include
redesigning the pump for better ergonomics for pumping by women and designing a self-protection
device for individuals who use the pump during high risk hours.
While the application of the proposed framework is only demonstrated for one application
in this paper, it could nevertheless be applied to a wide range of situations to assist in the more
effective collection of data for calculating the social impact indicators of products. Some potential
developing world applications of this framework include the following:
• Measuring social impact indicators related to high-efficiency bee hives for honey farmers in
Kenya. In this situation, raw audio data from the hive could be correlated with honey pro44

duction as reported by farmers in surveys to continuously predict and track honey output and
subsequent revenue generated as well as to test various design changes that could improve
hive efficiency.
• Measuring social impact indicators related to road quality in India. In this case, GPS and
accelerometer data could be correlated with the reported number of vehicle repairs reported
by taxi drivers through interviews to identify the economic impact of poor road quality on
taxi drivers as well as to assess vehicle suspension design changes that could make them
more reliable.
• Measuring social impact indicators related to an electric cassava peeler on rural farmers in
Brazil. Accelerometer and power usage data from the peeler could be paired with number of
pounds of cassava peeled and subsequent revenue to determine the effectiveness of the peeler
compared to manual peeling and to evaluate the effectiveness of various peeler designs.
Another objective of the framework presented in this paper is to provide the basis from
which additional social impact research questions may be answered including 1) when the validity
of the link between the direct and indirect social impact data expires, 2) how frequently direct
data needs to be collected to ensure its representation by indirect data is valid, and 3) which social
impacts can be effectively modeled using this approach. These and other follow-on research questions will provide the basis for future critical work in the area and will benefit from the application
of this framework to provide experimental validation.
One challenge of using the framework is that the estimate as to whether an indirect data
source(s) will be an accurate predictor of direct data cannot be determined until after Step 4 of the
framework. This challenge should be considered because Steps 1-4 are costly. Additionally, the
cost of using the framework goes up as the number of indirect data sources increase.
Importantly, we are not suggesting that the indirect data and predicted direct data should
completely replace the periodic collection of direct data. There are invaluable insights gained from
data collected through direct interaction with or observation of users. The predicted direct data are
intended to act as supplements to direct data that is collected at appropriate intervals.
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CHAPTER 3.
LONG-TERM MONITORING OF SOCIAL IMPACT INDICATORS
OF ENGINEERED PRODUCTS FOR GLOBAL DEVELOPMENT USING IN-SITU SENSORS AND DEEP LEARNING

Remotely measuring social impact indicators of products in developing countries can enable researchers and practitioners to make informed decisions relative to the design of products,
improvement of products, or social interventions that can help improve the lives of individuals.
Collecting data for determining social impact indicators for long-term periods through manual
methods can be cost prohibitive and preclude collection of data that could provide valuable insights. Using in-situ sensors remotely deployed and paired with deep learning can enable practitioners to collect long-term data that provides insights that can be as beneficial as data collected
through manual observation but with the cost and continuity made possible by sensor devices.
Principles related to successfully developing and deploying this approach have been identified and
their usefulness demonstrated through an example application related to a water hand pump in
Uganda in which sensor data was collected over a five month span. Following these principles can
help researchers and practitioners avoid potential issues that could be encountered without them.

3.1

Introduction
One of the purposes of engineering is to create meaningful change and improvement in

the lives of individuals. Engineers can either create new products or change existing products
to drive positive change. The Base of the Pyramid (BOP)–approximately 4 billion people in the
world who live on less than $8 per day–is an underserved group for which engineering design may
provide potential benefit [1, 2, 88]. However, negative impacts can result from engineering design
if deliberate steps are not taken to lead to positive impacts [2].
A deliberate effort to identify social impacts, or the effect of a product on the daily quality
of life of individuals, will help engineers and practitioners better understand the resulting effects of
their engineering design and produce positive effects and avoid negative ones before, during, and
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after the engineering design process [3, 5, 6, 12]. Considering social impacts before undertaking
engineering design can also assist researchers and practitioners in identifying opportunities and
needs with the greatest potential for positive impact in underserved communities worldwide [89].
Deliberate consideration of social impact can also aid in the identification of how current products
and social programs affect or have affected individuals [90].
Various approaches taken to identify or predict social impact include theory of change
models [9], product social impact models [12], logic models [7,8], product impact metrics [11], and
social sustainability indicator models [10]. The product social impact approach can be especially
helpful in quantifying social impact indicators relative to one or more products that can be used to
indicate a quantitative effect of that product on individuals [12]. Although each approach varies in
terms of implementation and methodology, most approaches agree that data relative to the users of
a specific product assists in understanding the product’s impact.
When collecting data in an effort to quantify social impact, it can be helpful to separate the
data used to quantify social impacts into two main categories of direct and indirect data. Direct
data is “data collected through direct interaction with or observation of users”, while indirect data
is “data collected without direction interaction with or observation of users” [91]. Direct data is
often collected through surveys, interviews, focus groups, or ethnography studies [15, 16], while
indirect data is often collected through in-situ sensor-based remote data collection devices (sensor
devices as they may also be referred to interchangeably in this context), satellites, or other digital
or internet-based data [91].
Both types of data can complement each other and be beneficial for measuring social impact. Direct data are rich in information and have historically been the primary type of data collected related to social impact measurement, although they can be expensive per data point and
difficult to obtain in developing countries [14]. Indirect data can be collected continuously over
long periods of time for a lower cost per data point, but meaningful insights might not be possible
to obtain from indirect data without some way to interpret them. Advancements in technology have
made the development of remote, internet-connected devices much more accessible along with the
growth of connectivity and data transmission infrastructure [21].
A valuable resource for researchers or practitioners, “Principles for Digital Development,”
shares nine principles for practitioners who want to improve their likelihood of success in using
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digital tools to collect and use indirect data in applications in the developing world [21]. Furthermore, methods for collecting indirect data for use specifically in social impact measurement
have become more accessible through the “Social Impact Sensor Canvas” that provides guidelines
specifically related to the development of these devices to evaluate the social impact indicators of
products in developing countries [92].
There are growing numbers of cases where sensor devices have been shown to demonstrate
benefit in the context of the developing world. Sensor devices installed on water hand pumps have
also been used in conjunction with weather and household survey data to identify trends in the use
of water hand pumps in relation to recent rainfall in Kenya [23]. In-situ sensor devices installed
on water hand pumps combined with water demand forecasting have been shown to identify water
hand pump failures to ensure that water is available during drought times in East Africa [24].
Remote sensor devices have also been shown to play a vital role in facilitating the monitoring of
motorized water boreholes in Kenya as part of a program to reduce the vulnerability of people to
drought emergencies. These sensor devices also enabled researchers to identify counter-intuitive
relationships between the usage of various boreholes and drought conditions [25].
In many cases, the full value of these sensor devices is realized when combined with machine learning that enables correlations between complex inputs and outputs in global development
applications [47–50]. For example, the use of in-situ sensor devices in conjunction with machine
learning has been shown to be effective in increasing the percentage of water hand pumps that are
operational in rural Africa and therefore the willingness of users to pay for clean water [47]. Insitu sensor devices in the arid regions of Kenya and Ethiopia combined with machine learning have
also been shown to be able to identify non-functionality of electrical water pumps with a prediction
accuracy of 84%, which could potentially reduce the risk of pump downtime by 40% [48]. Remote
monitoring sensor devices combined with machine learning have also been shown to be effective
in monitoring latrines in informal settlements to identify when latrines need servicing to reduce the
risk of latrine overflow and the subsequent increase in the risk of exposure to enteric infections,
increase user willingness-to-pay for service, and decrease the cost of servicing latrines [49]. In-situ
sensor devices have also been shown to be valuable in conjunction with machine learning, satellite
data, and hydrological land surface models in estimating spatial and time-based groundwater use
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and demand, which can help predict drought and enable early action in response to drought to
benefit arid areas, such as Kenya [50].
Additionally, these in-situ sensor devices and data collection devices have also previously
been proven beneficial in yet other applications related to water filters [26], improved cookstoves
[26–28], latrines [29, 30], solar panels [31], and water hand pumps [29, 32–34].
There are still many products designed for the developing world for which in-situ sensor
devices could be deployed to both monitor whether a product is functioning through basic detection
techniques and evaluate a product’s social impact indicators through more advanced data analysis
and processing [36]. These sensor devices especially have great potential to assist in applications
where individuals rely heavily on them for health but also have a high potential for failure, as is the
case for water hand pumps [51]. However, there is high risk of failing to produce a desirable outcome relative to the monitoring of products designed for the developing world without following
principles that lead to for success in this process.
Previous work by Stringham et al. has also shown how sensor devices and deep learning, a
subset of machine learning, can help facilitate monitoring of social impact indicators of products in
developing countries. In that paper, a framework is described wherein data collected continuously
via in-situ sensor devices can be correlated with data collected infrequently via manual observation
to obtain user data as rich as observation data but at the lower cost per data point and higher
collection frequency made possible by sensor data. The steps provided for carrying out that process
process steps are [91]:
1. Identify use context, relevant social impact categories, and social impact modeling approach
for the product
2. Identify social impact indicators, direct data, and indirect data to be collected
3. Collect data and construct correlation model
4. Calculate social impact indicators from training data
5. Continuously collect indirect data to predict direct data and calculate social impact indicators
6. Maintain accuracy of direct and indirect data correlation
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Application of steps 1-4 of this framework in measuring the social impact indicators of
water hand pumps in developing countries was demonstrated by Stringham et al. [91]. However,
the emphasis of that demonstration was shown for a short-term, 4 day application using steps 1-4
due to the time prohibitive nature of completing steps 5 and 6 in the initial work.
The present paper builds on the initial framework [91] for combining direct and indirect
data to evaluate social impact indicators by providing additional principles that were identified
during the long-term five-month data collection period and application of steps 5 and 6 of that
proposed approach. The data collected for the present paper is separate and distinct from the data
used in the previous short-term study. These principles demonstrate how to enable insights relative
to engineered products in developing countries through the long-term evaluation of social impact
indicators using in-situ sensors and deep learning.

3.2

Method of Principle Identification
The methodology for identifying the principles relative to enabling insights by long-term

evaluation of social impact indicators of engineered products for global development using in-situ
sensors and deep learning can be described as follows. Details relative to each step for the example
application are included in sections 3.2.2-3.2.6.
1. Select engineered product in a developing country for which data will be collected and social
impact indicators evaluated.
2. Use sensor devices to collect training data (comprised of direct and indirect data) and collect
indirect data for extended period of time.
3. Develop and deploy deep learning model to predict direct data from the indirect data and
calculate social impact indicators for period of data collection.
4. Aggregate social impact indicators to identify new insights made possible by the data collection and analysis process.
5. Validate the new insights with relevant stakeholders.
6. Articulate and refine principles for enabling new insights during this process.
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3.2.1

Step 1: Select engineered product in a developing country for which data will be
collected and social impact indicators evaluated.
Approximately 1 billion or more people across the world obtain their water for drinking

from water hand pumps [93]. The most common water hand pump, the India Mark II, has a proven
40 year track record and has provided water at over 4 million borehole locations for an estimated
10 percent of the world’s population [94, 95]. The extensive impact this product has and has had
on people across the world motivated the use of this engineered product, the India Mark II hand
pump shown in Figure 3.1, in this study.

Ground Surface

To Water Source

Figure 3.1: India Mark II hand pump [96].

As shown in previous research, five social impact categories related to water hand pump
usage are health and safety, conflict and crime, education, gender, and paid work [13, 91]. To
evaluate relevant social impact indicators, various data could be useful, including data specifying
the user type–whether man-, woman-, or child-statured–as a function of time. This data could
either be collected through direct observation or collected via sensor data that can be used to
predict user type via a deep learning model [91].
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3.2.2

Step 2: Use sensor devices to collect training data (comprised of direct and indirect
data) and collect indirect data for extended period of time.
Training data is comprised of a simultaneously collected set of direct and indirect data that

can be used to train a deep learning model. An in-situ sensor device shown in Figure 3.2 was
designed and used to collect the indirect data of time-based hand pump usage data that was used to
predict the direct data of pump user type as a function of time. This device uses three Hall-effect
sensors that senses the magnetic field created by a magnet mounted on the moving portion of the
pump handle within the pump housing to track pump handle angle information as a function of
time. Data from the three Hall effect sensors were recorded at a sampling rate of 25 Hz onto a
microSD card. Data were collected in 1 to 4 day sessions. At the end of each data collection
session, memory cards and batteries were exchanged, and the data were uploaded to the cloud for
further analysis. Data collection occurred over a five month period from 1 March to 2 August 2022
at a water borehole approximately 3.4 miles (5 km) north of Jinja, Uganda. The total amount of
time for which sensor data was collected was 950 hours of which the handle was moving for 434
hours.
The sensor devices were developed in partnership with our industry partner, Ms. Okware, to
whom we sent each iteration of the data collection device for installation and data collection. The
Hawthorne effect during data collection was likely avoided due to Ms. Okware being a member
of the community and community members’ familiarity with her. Also, her house is adjacent to
the pump so her presence in the area and around the pump is expected. All device development
and design changes occurred remotely from the location of data collection, without the principal
investigators traveling to the location where data collection occurred during the data collection
period.
In addition to the sensor data (indirect data) collected, the direct data portion of the training
data was also collected by our industry partner who would observe pump usage for two-hour
segments once or twice per day and record user type, as well as pumping start and stop times on
data collection sheets. This approach allowed the collection of direct data simultaneous to the
collection of indirect data and resulted in 65 hours and 1,386 users of training data.
Since the sensor device used to collect pumping data did not have a real-time clock, our
industry partner would also record the “sync time” between the sensor and the real time. Sync time
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2: The data collection device was installed inside the pump housing. (a) shows the macro
view of where device was installed, and (b) shows detailed sensor device, magnet clip, and battery
placement relative to the existing pump handle as installed.

information, as well as installation, removal, and data upload times, was included in a separate
checklist.

3.2.3

Step 3: Develop and deploy deep learning model to predict direct data from the indirect data and calculate social impact indicators for period of data collection.
Central to this specific application is the ability of the deep learning model to classify

whether a pump user is a man, woman, or child-statured person based on their pumping behavior
so that social impact indicators relative to these different user types can be inferred. For example,
with this information, researchers could identify the extent to which children are using water pumps
during school hours or the extent to which women and children are using water pumps late and
night and could be in danger of assault.
The process for creating the deep learning model was to first discretize the sequences of
sensor-collected pumping data from individual users into “chunks,” or 4 to 12 second subsets
of pumping data, and then pass them through a 1-D convolutional neural network with a fully
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connected layer as described by Stringham et al. [91]. Each chunk of data came from individual
users within each session of data collection as illustrated in Figure 3.3.
Sessions (s)

Users (u)

Chunks (c)

1
2
3

1
2
3

1
2

Nsessions

Nusers, s=1

Nchunks, u=s=1

3

Figure 3.3: Segmentation diagram indicating the difference between session level data, user level
data, and chunk level data for this application.

Deep learning model training was completed using the Pytorch deep learning library within
Google Colaboratory [81,82]. Accuracy and F1-score calculation was completed using the Python
library Scikit Learn [82, 97]. 10-fold cross validation was used to ensure that the results were
statistically meaningful.
The best model resulting from the model training and hyperparameter exploration (discussed in section 3.3.2) was the model used for model deployment. Model deployment is the
process of using the trained deep learning model to estimate predictions of user type for all collected pumping data. Prior to model deployment, data for which the pump was idle were removed
from the deployment dataset, and the data for all labeled users were discretized into the chunk size
of 300 data points, or approximately 12 seconds of data since the data were collected at 25 Hz.
While deep learning model uncertainty is inherently difficult to quantify, a portion of the
prediction uncertainty was assessed through use of a Monte Carlo simulation. For each of the
chunks over the data collection period, the deep learning model produced a probability for each
class. The Monte Carlo simulation would then sample from these probabilities for each of the
chunks 1,000 times to give a range of estimated predictions later used when creating plots and
social impact indicators.
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3.2.4

Step 4: Aggregate social impact indicators to identify new insights made possible by
the data collection and analysis process.
Having data collected over the course of five months allowed inferences to be made that are

more representative of the actual conditions than data only collected for a short amount of time.
Data were aggregated and analyzed to enable inferences relative to the hour of day, day of week,
day of year, and month of year for the hand pump of interest. The specific insights enabled in this
application are discussed in section 3.3.1.

3.2.5

Step 5: Validate the new insights with relevant stakeholders.
One of the primary stakeholders in the example use case is our industry partner, Ms. Ok-

ware, who is very familiar with local customs and water collection practices. After data were
aggregated and insights were obtained, we shared these insights with her for comparison with her
expectations. This was done through a two step process. The first step was to get her insights
through a basic survey to determine basic expectations without sharing any data collection results.
The second step was to share just the data without any commentary and ask her interpretation of
the data for insights. As a result, it was confirmed that the insights shared with her seemed valid
and reasonable.

3.2.6

Step 6: Articulate and refine principles for enabling new insights during this process.
To identify the most useful principles for enabling new insights using remote data collection

and deep learning for other design problems, a larger and more comprehensive list was created of
relevant principles that were identified through our data collection process. From this list, we
excluded principles that seemed most obvious and generic to arrive at the current list of principles
shared in section 3.3. These principles were then discussed by the authors to ensure broad and
generic application to other similar applications.
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3.3

Principles for Enabling Insights by Long-Term Evaluation of Social Impact Indicators
of Engineered Products using In-Situ Sensor Devices and Deep Learning
The principles in this section have been developed for and apply to situations in which sen-

sor devices and deep learning are developed and deployed to gain insights relative to social impact
indicators of physical engineered products in remote locations for long-term periods. “Long-term”
refers to periods longer than a typical short-term engineering field study of approximately 2 weeks.
These principles were identified through, and shown to be useful in, the practical application of designing, deploying, and using sensor devices and deep learning to identify the long-term
social impacts of a water hand pump in Uganda as described in section 3.2. These principles were
articulated after experiencing challenges and identifying solutions relative to this application. They
have been generalized to apply to various applications when this approach is used.
For each of the principles discussed, the following sections contain the principle, a discussion of the principle, and a subsection called “Example Application” that includes details of how
the principle applies to the example application of using sensor devices and deep learning to assess
the social impacts of a water hand pump in Uganda.
These principles are valuable because they can help guide researchers and practitioners to
consider important factors, help reduce wasted time and resources, and help lead to more meaningful results when using this approach.

3.3.1

Principle 1: Sensor devices and deep learning can enable collection of meaningful
social impact data and insights that may not be possible to obtain using manual data
collection methods alone.
One major benefit of combining sensor devices with deep learning is the ability to obtain

data that may be as rich, to some degree, as if collected by someone who observes the use of a
product or surveys users of a product, but with the cost and continuity made possible only by a
sensor device and without the Hawthorne effect [91, 98]. With a sensor device alone, it is possible
to determine whether a product is being used at a given time, which is beneficial, but with deep
learning, it is possible to determine other more nuanced data such as the user class by training a
deep learning model that identifies the user class based on how the product is being used. When
the ability to classify the user class is combined with continuous data collection, rich insights can
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be obtained, such as understanding how product usage correlates with specific times such as school
times, time of day, time of week, month of the year, seasons, holidays, weather patterns, and other
times of interest.
Another benefit of combining sensor devices with deep learning is the ability to collect
data in a manner that would not be possible through manual observation due to human limitations.
For example, through human observation, it can be difficult or impossible to collect multiple types
of observations simultaneously with one individual, whereas sensor devices are able to collect as
many channels of data as they are designed to collect. This would be the case with respect to
social impacts of water hand pumps, in which it may not be possible for an observer to accurately
track the user type over time, the number of pump strokes by that individual, the gallons of water
collected by that individual, or the slow degradation of mechanical parts over time.
In addition, some types of data may not be possible to collect through human observation
due to living space intrusion relative to products used at home or other private locations. This
would be the case, for example, for cookstove products in which having an observer in a user’s
home for an extended period of time recording the usage of the cookstove would be less desirable
than using a sensor device to track and report usage data.
When considering the cost of continuous data collection, the case for the use of sensor
devices and deep learning becomes even stronger, particularly as the duration of data collection
and the number of products observed increase. Compared to collecting data through manual observation, collecting data through sensors and deep learning have the added costs of sensor device
development and engineering, sensor device manufacturing, sensor device deployment, training
data collection, and deep learning model development. However, since the running costs of collecting data using sensors are usually significantly lower than the running costs of collecting data
through manual observation, there will be a trade-off number of product-hours of observation data
after which data collection through sensors will be more cost effective, where product-hour of
observation data is simply the data collected for a quantity of one product for one hour.
Obtaining the information-rich data that is made possible through the combination of deep
learning with remote sensor data can also result in unanticipated benefits and unexpected insights.
While researchers and practitioners benefit from undertaking this data collection and analysis process with clear objectives and hypotheses in mind, additional insights may result from the imple57

mentation of the process as data behave differently than expected or relationships between the data
and implementation factors are realized.

Example Application of Principle 1
Regarding the example application related to water hand pumps in Uganda, the use of
deep learning and remote sensor devices provides useful insights regarding the usage patterns and
social impacts of water hand pumps that are only possible through the monitoring of hand pumps
over an extended period of time. The deep learning model used in conjunction with sensor data
provides an estimate for the user class–in this case, whether the user type of the hand pump is a
man, woman, or child–to provide rich insight as to how the water hand pump affects user types
differently. These insights have the potential to be helpful in the design and assessment of new
products, the improvement of existing products, and the implementation of social interventions
related to the collection of water using water hand pumps.
Four example insights relative to social impact categories relevant to water hand pumps
will be discussed here to illustrate how this approach can be used to obtain insights that could
be helpful in the design or improvement of products and implementation or evaluation of social
interventions [13].
Insight #1 The first social impact insight provided by this approach is related to the gender
and conflict/crime social impact categories [13]. It requires identifying how the water collection
responsibility varies by time of day between men, women, and children. Figure 3.4 shows an
estimate of the percent of each hour that the pump is being used by each user type. These impacts
are derived from the sensor data and deep learning models developed by the authors. The error
bars are the inner 95% quantile of the prediction based on the Monte Carlo simulation of the user
type probabilities predicted by the deep learning model deployment.
With the ability to estimate the typical time of day that each user type pumps, it is possible
to make reasonable and meaningful inferences about the effect that pumping and collection of
water has on these different types of users. As an overall trend, this data shows that men are more
likely to pump in the morning, women are likely to pump fairly consistently throughout the day
with more pumping in either the morning or afternoon, and that children are most likely to be pump
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Figure 3.4: Pump usage percent by user type versus hour of day. Dark hours, or hours from the
end of civil twilight at dusk to the beginning of civil twilight at dawn, are shaded for reference.
Data used to create this figure was only made possible by sensor devices and deep learning model
used in this study.

in the afternoon and evening. This also shows that there is still a significant amount of pumping
that occurs by women and children into the evening when it becomes dark and risk of assault is
higher [75]. As shown on the plot, “dark hours” is defined as the time after civil twilight at dusk
and before civil twilight as dawn and is the time for which “artificial illumination is normally
required to carry on ordinary outdoor activities” [99].
Knowing that users are pumping at night could, for example, help designers identify the
need for and optimize a light to be installed at the pump location and between the pump location
and pump users’ homes to increase safety and usability of the pump. Knowledge of the extent to
which people are collecting water at night could help show the need for and justify procurement
of self-defense products to reduce potential for harm due to assault during travel to and from the
pump.
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Insight #2

The second social impact insight provided by this approach is related to impact on

children’s education. It requires identifying the social impact indicator of how the water collection
behavior varies for children only between school and non-school days by hour of day as shown
in Figure 3.5. The shaded area indicates school hours as directed by Uganda’s ministry of education. The error bars are the inner 95% quantile of the prediction based on the Monte Carlo
simulation of the user type probabilities predicted by the deep learning model deployment. These
error bars do not quantify the uncertainty in prediction inherent in the model. However, the precision (true positives/(true positives + f alse positives) and recall (true positives/(true positives +
true negatives) for the child class only for the deep learning model used was 78.2% (95% CI =
76.7% - 79.7%) and 84.7% (95% CI = 83.6% - 85.8%).

Figure 3.5: Pump usage percent by children only during school days and non-school days versus
hour of day. School hours specified by Uganda’s ministry of education are shaded for reference.
Hours before 6 AM and after 8 PM are not shown because 97.6% of all pumping time occurs
during the hours shown. Data used to create this figure was only made possible by sensor devices
and deep learning model used in this study.

Figure 3.5 indicates data collected using a sensor device for a water hand pump not on
school property nor used for school. This figure shows that there is clearly an estimated difference
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in the water collection behavior by children between school and non-school days. What is potentially surprising, though, is the extent to which children are pumping during school days (estimated
minimum of 30% for any given hour) and that pumping by children increases several hours before
school ends. Another interesting insight is that for most of the day, children use the pump more
on non-school days than on school days. The only time this changes is at 7 and 8 PM when there
are more children pumping on school days than on non-school days. This could indicate that water collection responsibilities are being delayed until later in the day on school days, which could
interfere with children’s ability to complete homework.
This information could enable social scientists and/or community leaders to develop a social intervention that enables more children to attend school during the day and track the effectiveness of this intervention over time.
Insight #3 The third insight this approach provides for this example is demonstrating how it can
be used to identify product usage trends over time that may or may not be intuitive. A potentially
unexpected time-based trend is shown in Figure 3.6 where it is indicated that the highest social
impact indicator of the pump usage rate corresponds to the month with the highest average precipitation [100]. This information could prompt researchers to further explore the reason for this
behavior and potential solutions caused by challenges related to this behavior. It also demonstrates
the value that can be provided by sensors to reveal more granular regionally or temporally varying
trends that differ from published data specific to larger regions more generally.
Insight #4 The final example of a useful insight this approach can provide relates to health and
safety. This benefit is the realization that the water hand pump data has information embedded
within it that indicates the condition of the pump mechanical system.
While designing and testing the sensor device used to collect the data for this experiment,
testing was completed using a new India Mark II hand pump for which there was no non-planar
handle motion. Under these conditions, there was a unique triplet of Hall effect sensor readings
for any handle position.
Upon deployment in Uganda on March 1, 2022, the sensor data showed that for any given
handle position, there was a wide range of possible values that implied the handle was not con-
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Figure 3.6: Total pump usage percent after accounting for variation due to hour of day, day of week,
and school/non-school days during data collection (left axis) and average monthly precipitation in
Uganda (right axis) versus month of year. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval of the sample
average.

strained to planar motion and hence the bearing condition was degraded compared to lab experiments that used a new pump bearing. Over time, the bearing in Uganda continued to degrade
until total bearing failure on June 23 and pumping performance continued to degrade until the
bearing was replaced on July 26 as shown in Figure 3.7. After the bearing was replaced, the
sensor-collected data indicated excellent bearing condition by showing planar movement of the
handle.
To enable visualization of the bearing condition over time, a surrogate indicator of bearing
condition was developed. This surrogate indicator of handle bearing condition is the inverse of
the root mean squared error (RMSE) of the fit of one of the data channels (Hall effect sensor 3,
HE3 ) using the other two data channels (Hall effect sensor 1, HE1 , and Hall effect sensor 2, HE2 )
in a 3-dimensional, 2nd-order polynomial with interaction, i.e., HE3 = c0 + c1 · HE1 + c2 · HE2 +
c3 · HE1 · HE2 + c4 · HE12 + c5 · HE22 . These fits and resultant RMSE values were calculated using
MATLAB’s Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox using a normalized version of the sensor
data [101]. A plot of these values for each session of data collection over time is shown in Figure
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3.7. This figure shows that the handle bearing condition gradually and generally decreases over
time until the bearing is replaced at which point the data shows a step-wise increase in bearing
condition.

Figure 3.7: Fit model RMSE, a surrogate for handle bearing condition, versus day of the year.

With sensor data indicating the condition of the bearing, pump managers could identify
pump handle bearing degradation and replace the bearing before ultimate failure. In addition, the
collection of this data could facilitate the quantitative tracking of bearing condition over time that
could be useful in the design and testing of a new handle bearing. This could ensure shorter pump
down times for individuals that rely on these water sources and help improve the health and safety
of individuals by preventing the potential spread of disease or illness caused by use of water from
unclean sources.
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3.3.2

Principle 2: Deep learning model accuracy and generalizability may be improved by
using sensor-based, physically-meaningful values instead of raw sensor voltage readings, in addition to considering other factors known to affect deep learning model
performance.
In applications where sensor data are used in conjunction with a deep learning model for

classification prediction, model accuracy and F1-score may be improved by converting raw sensor
signal data into a physically meaningful quantity prior to use in the deep learning model. F1-score,
the harmonic mean of precision and recall, is useful in evaluating model quality when class imbalance is present and in equation form is given by F1 score = 2 · true positives/(2 · true positives +
f alse positives + f alse negatives) [97]. Class imbalance occurs when there is significant variation
between the percentage of data in the classes used to create the training model.
This conversion from raw to physically-meaningful data may be beneficial because it can
remove some of the data features, noise, and additional computational burden in the raw data that
are superfluous to the attributes of the data that affect the learning ability of the model. This can
apply especially when there is a small amount of training data and where variability in sensor
device installation can create variations in the sensor data that are independent of the physical
phenomenon of interest. The use of the physically-meaningful values that are derived from the raw
sensor voltage readings may also improve generalizability of the model, because the data may not
be as affected by the variation that occurs from one installation session to another. There may also
be situations where using physically-meaningful data does not improve the model performance,
but testing the use of both data types is necessary to determining which data produces the best
result.
In these applications, it has also been established that the accuracy and generalizability of a
model trained and deployed can be affected by the level or type of data split used when creating the
train/test split to train the model [102, 103]. The level or type of data split used when creating the
model should be most representative of the reality experienced during deployment and subsequent
inferences to ensure that the expected accuracy is reflective of reality.
It is also well known that the neural network model topology used as the backbone of
the deep learning model can also affect the accuracy of the model [38, 104]. In addition, model
hyperparameters are also known to affect the accuracy of a deep learning model [38, 105].
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The model topology factors, model hyperparameters, level of data split, and data type
(whether raw voltage readings from sensors versus physically-meaningful values) should be explored for each application to determine which and how these variations affect model performance
and to identify the best and most appropriate combination for a given application.

Example Application of Principle 2
For the Ugandan water hand pump example discussed here, the effect of the data type,
level of data split, topology, and hyperparameters on the resultant accuracy and F1-score of the
various models and approaches were computationally explored. F1-score was used to evaluate
model quality in addition to accuracy due to the class imbalance present in this example, i.e., the
quantity of labeled data by pump time relative to each class of men, women, and children was
20%, 21.5%, and 58.5%, respectively. The resultant accuracies and F1-scores showing the effects
of the various approach- and model-based factors are shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. A similar table
highlighting the effect of each of these factors could be created for any application to ensure that
the effects of each factor is explored and help identify the best model for that application.
Data Type: Raw Voltage Readings from Sensors versus Physically-Meaningful Values

In

the example here, the sensor device used to collect the water hand pump usage data had to be
removed and reinstalled between each data collection session to exchange the microSD card and
the battery. A standardized procedure was developed to ensure that the sensor device was placed
in a similar position from session to session. However, variation in the three Hall-effect sensor
readings still resulted between sessions due to repositioning during sensor device removal and
installation. To better help the deep learning model learn to classify user types, the pump handle
angle was estimated using the Hall-effect sensor reading triplet using a numerical fit algorithm.
As shown in Table 3.2, the data type used to create the model had a significant effect on
accuracy and F1-score. Using the estimated angle data instead of raw Hall effect sensor data
resulted in a 4.5% and 6.5% increase in accuracy and F1-score, respectively, when using a sessionlevel data split and a 3.0% and 3.7% increase in accuracy and F1-score, respectively, when using a
user-level data split. The improvement that results from using estimated handle angle data instead
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Table 3.1: Accuracy and F1-score for the approach and model-based factors explored relative
to the deep learning model of the Ugandan water hand pump example are shown.
Accuracy
Data Split
Level
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Session Level
Session Level
Session Level
Session Level
Session Level
Session Level
Session Level
Session Level
User Level
User Level
User Level
User Level
User Level
User Level
User Level
User Level

Data
Type
Raw HE
Raw HE
Raw HE
Raw HE
Angle
Angle
Angle
Angle
Raw HE
Raw HE
Raw HE
Raw HE
Angle
Angle
Angle
Angle

Topology:
Hyper# of
parameter:
Layers
Chunk Size
3
7
3
7
3
7
3
7
3
7
3
7
3
7
3
7

150
300
300
150
150
300
300
150
150
300
300
150
150
300
300
150

F1-score

Average

95% CI

Rank

S.E.

Average

95% CI

Rank

S.E.

56.7%
60.3%
60.4%
63.2%
60.5%
67.7%
65.5%
64.7%
62.9%
64.8%
63.4%
64.1%
65.7%
67.2%
66.0%
68.3%

51.5% - 61.8%
55.7% - 65%
57.7% - 63.1%
59.7% - 66.7%
56.9% - 64.2%
64.9% - 70.5%
61.5% - 69.4%
62.9% - 66.5%
61.6% - 64.1%
63.4% - 66.1%
61.7% - 65%
63% - 65.3%
64.4% - 67.1%
65.9% - 68.5%
64% - 67.9%
67.2% - 69.4%

16
15
14
11
13
2
6
8
12
7
10
9
5
3
4
1

2.3%
2.1%
1.2%
1.6%
1.6%
1.2%
1.8%
0.8%
0.6%
0.6%
0.7%
0.5%
0.6%
0.6%
0.9%
0.5%

43.6%
46.0%
43.8%
50.5%
49.5%
54.6%
53.7%
52.2%
49.3%
52.4%
52.1%
52.7%
54.0%
57.6%
53.1%
56.6%

39.2% - 48.1%
40.2% - 51.8%
40.6% - 47%
47.3% - 53.7%
45.6% - 53.4%
50.7% - 58.5%
50.7% - 56.8%
50.8% - 53.6%
47.2% - 51.4%
50.8% - 54%
50.4% - 53.8%
51.5% - 53.8%
53% - 55%
56.4% - 58.7%
50% - 56.1%
55.3% - 57.8%

16
14
15
11
12
3
5
9
13
8
10
7
4
1
6
2

2.0%
2.6%
1.4%
1.4%
1.7%
1.7%
1.4%
0.6%
0.9%
0.7%
0.8%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
1.4%
0.6%

Table 3.2: Accuracy and F1-score for the approach and model-based factors explored relative to the deep learning model
of the Ugandan water hand pump example after combining and averaging by data split and data type are shown.
Accuracy
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Data Split
Level

Data
Type

Session Level Raw HE
Session Level Angle
User Level
Raw HE
User Level
Angle

Topology:
Hyper# of
parameter:
Layers
Chunk Size
All
All
All
All

All
All
All
All

F1-score

Average

95% CI

Rank

S.E.

Average

95% CI

Rank

S.E.

60.1%
64.6%
63.8%
66.8%

58.3% - 62%
63% - 66.2%
63.2% - 64.4%
66.1% - 67.5%

4
2
3
1

1.0%
0.8%
0.3%
0.4%

46.0%
52.5%
51.6%
55.3%

44% - 48%
51% - 54%
50.8% - 52.4%
54.3% - 56.3%

4
2
3
1

1.0%
0.8%
0.4%
0.5%

of the raw sensor data indicates that the physically-based estimated handle angle is less sensitive
to variations that occur between installations of the sensor device for each data collection session.
Considering both types of data in the creation of a deep learning model can help ensure that
data type resulting in the best model for a given application is used.
Level of Data Split

For our example, the effect of splitting the data into train and test groups at

different levels for model training was examined. The two different options considered included
splitting the data at the session level and splitting the data at the user level. The session-level
split was considered because this would be more appropriate for situations in which the model
were to be deployed without the continuation of the collection of training data. The user level was
considered because this would allow data from each session to be included in both the training and
testing steps of model training and would likely lead to improved learning ability for the model.
Using a user level split instead of a session level split improved the accuracy and F1-score by 3.7%
and 5.6% on average for the model created using the raw Hall effect sensor data, and improved the
accuracy and F1-score by 2.2% and 2.8% on average for the model created using the angle data.
Since the data on which inferences would be based were collected in parallel with training data, it
is appropriate to split the data at the user level for this example.
Carefully considering the level of data split that is most appropriate for a given application
can help ensure that the model performance identified during model training most closely reflects
the model performance that would most likely be achieved during deployment.
Topology and Hyperparameters The effect of the model hyperparameters and the number of
layers in the model topology were investigated to determine the effects of both on model performance. An initial basic topology and hyperparameter exploration indicated that the number of
layers in the topology and “chunk size” had the greatest effect on model performance, while other
hyperparameters like the learning rate, activation function, extent and placement of dropout, and
stride size did not have a significant effect on model performance. As shown in Table 3.1, the
model parameters that lead to the best performance for each level of data split and data type varied.
However, the model that resulted in the best average F1-score, the performance measure of interest
here, was the model with 7 layers, chunk size of 300 data points (approximately 12 seconds), and
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used the estimated angle data split at the user level. This model had an accuracy of 67.2% (95%
CI = 65.9% - 68.5%) and F1-score of 57.6% (95% CI = 56.4% - 58.7%) and was used during the
deployment and social impact analysis discussed in section 3.3.1. The accuracy achieved here is
approximately double the random accuracy of 33.3%.
Exploring the effects of model topology and hyperparameters can lead to improved model
performance and hence the most meaningful conclusions upon model deployment.

3.3.3

Principle 3: Thoughtful data pre-processing before and data aggregation after use in
the deep learning model can lead to better model accuracy and data-driven conclusions that more closely reflect reality.
In situations where there are limited training data for creating a deep learning model, as

may be the case for the applications discussed in this article, each data point has a proportionally
greater effect on the resultant model than in cases where training data is not limited. Therefore, it is
essential to ensure to the greatest extent possible that data used to create the deep learning model is
high-quality and reflective of the data that will be collected for use during deployment. To ensure
only high-quality data is used, training data should be inspected manually with visual inspection
and/or checked using other heuristics to ensure that data is collected without error. If data with
issues not reflective of data behavior that would be expected or typical during deployment, is
identified, this data should be analyzed to find the source of the issue and should be excluded from
the training data. This data checking process could involve ensuring the following:
• Times match between sensor device and actual times for sensor devices that are not connected to an accurate real-time clock.
• Times match between data timestamps and recorded observation times.
• No anomalies in scale or magnitude of data exist that could be indicative of installation issues
or sensor malfunctions.
In applications where data have been sparsely collected over a large time period of interest,
it is also necessary to aggregate data at various smaller intervals (i.e., by the hour, day, week, or
month) before drawing social impact inferences based on those data. Aggregating on a percentage
basis (i.e., referencing the extent of a specific condition as percent of a given time period) rather
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than on an quantity basis (i.e., referencing the extent of a specific condition using the total quantity
of time) will enable practitioners to account for variability across time periods of when data was
collected.

Principle 3 Example
Data preparation as well as identifying and correcting potential data issues played a crucial
role in the data analysis of this application. After the data were digitized and labeled, the data for
each period were manually checked to determine whether timestamps reported during observation
aligned with that reported by the sensor data. Data were shifted, if necessary, to ensure that observation data aligned with sensor data. To determine whether it was necessary to shift the data, five
measurements in which the start and stop times were obvious in the sensor data were compared
with the time recorded on the observation sheets. Only one period required shifting, and it was
shifted by 10 seconds, although there was another period in which AM was recorded incorrectly
instead of PM and this error was corrected. Furthermore, there were two periods that clearly did
not match the recorded observation times, so the training data from these periods were excluded,
but the data were still acceptable for use in the deployment stage of the deep learning model to
analyze social impacts.
Due to the absence of a real-time clock on the sensor device, the sensor device was also
tested to determine whether there was a discrepancy between the clock on the microcontroller and
the real-time clock. Testing indicated that that microcontroller clock ran approximately 2 seconds
per day faster than real time, so data timestamps were corrected to synchronize data times stamps
with real time.
Due to variation in the installation and removal times of day and days of the week when
collecting sensor data, data were aggregated to each hour of day, day of week, day of year, week
of year, month of year, weekend versus non-weekend, school holiday versus non-school holiday,
school hours versus non-school hours, and school day versus non-school day. Within these periods,
the total percentage of pump time by each user type of man, woman, or child after inference using
the deep learning model was calculated.
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3.4

Concluding Remarks
Developing and deploying deep learning and remote in-situ sensor devices can provide a

viable and valuable approach to monitoring the social impact indicators of engineered products in
developing countries. Several principles have been identified to help practitioners and researchers
be successful in deploying sensor devices to enable insights relative to social impact indicators of
engineered products. These principles have been identified through a long-term study in which
deep learning and remote in-situ sensor devices were used to identify social impact indicators relative to a water hand pump in Uganda during a five month period. By following the principles
described, researchers and practitioners can better use in-situ sensor devices and deep learning to
obtain valuable insights regarding the social impacts of engineered products for global development. These principles can help guide the actions of researchers by helping them become aware
of and address potential challenges before they arise when using sensor devices and deep learning
together.
Utilization of sensor devices and deep learning can enable researchers and practitioners to
gain insights that can be as beneficial as data collected through manual observation but with the
cost and greater continuity of data collection made possible by sensor devices. These potentially
valuable insights are made possible by sensors that collect physical phenomena data more continuously and precisely than manual methods and by deep learning that enables richer information
than what would be possible through sensor data alone.
The engineering for global development community can use this approach to gain insights
relative to the usage of products in developing countries that are nuanced, yet insightful. For
example, at one location in Uganda, data collected indicated that children pump water more on
non-school days than on school days for every hour of the day, except for the hours of 7 and
8 PM. This data shows not only that water collection responsibilities may conflict with school
responsibilities, but also the extent to which this is the case as measured by percent of each hour
spent pumping by children on non-school days versus school days. Low nighttime visibility and
other human factors inherent in manual data collection could have easily led to this insight going
undetected.
The engineering for global development community can also use deployed sensor devices
and deep learning to expose a reality that may be different than perception relative to the usage or
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impacts of products. For example, in the same location in Uganda, some perceived that women
and children bore the majority of the water collection responsibility. However, the data collected
through this approach indicated that men and women had a similar level of responsibility whereas
children had nearly triple the responsibility of men or women in terms of time spent collecting
water. This insight also has greater statistical validity than that which would come through a
two-week field study because this data was collected over a period of five months and during all
hours of the day instead of just the daytime hours during which manual data collection is most
feasible. The ability of the sensor to precisely measure pump handle position could also enable
the quantification of behavior of each user type down to the individual pump stroke, including
estimating water output, which would be more difficult through manual methods.
With the granularity and powerful insights enabled by sensor devices and deep learning,
researchers and practitioners can not only identify the current social impact indicators of a product
but also quantify changes over long periods of time that occur as a result of a social intervention
or another changing factor in the community of individuals affected by a product. This could
help enable social impacts to be more readily quantified to know how to best utilize efforts toward
improving the social impacts of products for global development.

3.5

Limitations and Opportunities
Relative to the insights discussed in this paper, users were not selected at random and

data was only collected at one non-random location, so inferences cannot be applied to any other
location or to the population as a whole. It is also important to note that we can only imply
correlation and not causation between the inputs and outputs of these models. The same statistical
inference limitations that apply to the application regarding water hand pumps discussed here may
also apply to other applications in which the described approach is used.
However, significant potential opportunities of utilizing sensor devices and deep learning
to evaluate the long-term social impact indicators of products for global development remain, including through using this approach relative to the hundreds of products designed for global development [36]. Relative to the specific water hand pump example discussed herein, it could be
beneficial to deploy a large quantity of 100 or more devices for a period of one year or more to
gain additional insights in how to best utilize this approach. For example, this would enable fur72

ther insights into regional variations of the social impacts of water hand pumps, refinement of the
deep learning model used to classify user type, and refinement of the algorithm for detecting and
predicting pump bearing failure.
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CHAPTER 4.
REMOTE DATA COLLECTION DEVICES FOR SOCIAL IMPACT INDICATORS OF PRODUCTS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Social impact indicators provide one effective way to measure the social impacts of products in developing countries and ensure that engineering design is producing positive impacts on
individuals. Internet-connected, remote data collection devices can provide an effective way to use
sensors to collect data required to calculate social impact indicators. These devices often allow data
to be collected remotely, continuously, and less expensively than other methods that require direct
interaction with users. However, many key decisions and questions must be considered during
the development and deployment of such devices to avoid risk of failure. To provide a systematic
way for researchers interested in employing sensor devices to identify and answer critical development questions, the stages of device development can be decomposed into Data Identification,
Device Design, and Device Deployment. This paper discusses the key decisions within each stage
of development along with critical questions, common options, and considerations that should be
addressed during each stage of device development, thus increasing the likelihood of success. A
sensor development canvas outlining the key decisions is also provided as a design tool to easily identify deficiencies in the device during development. Considering these critical questions
while developing and deploying data collection devices can help researchers successfully collect
social impact indicator data to ensure engineered products are producing desired positive impacts
on individuals.

4.1

Introduction
Engineered products have great potential to improve quality of life for individuals that

comprise the Base of the Pyramid (BOP) – the approximately 4 billion people in the world that live
on less than $8 per day [1,2,88]. However, not all engineering design efforts result in improvement
of the lives of the BOP and can unintentionally harm individuals instead [2].
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Measuring or otherwise assessing the social impacts of an engineered product, or the effects
that product has on the daily quality of life of an individual, is essential to verifying that engineering
design is producing positive effects and avoiding negative ones [3,5,6]. Many different approaches
exist for evaluating the social impacts of a product. Encouragingly, many of these approaches
acknowledge the need for data to evaluate the social impact instead of assuming impacts [7–12].
Social impact indicators, which combine user data in a meaningful way to indicate the
social impact of a product, are one useful way to quantify and track the social impact of a product
over time [12]. These social impact indicators can be identified through considering the eleven
social impact categories identified by Rainock et al., including health and safety, education, paid
work, conflict and crime, family, gender, human rights, stratification, population change, social
networks and communication, and cultural identity and heritage, and then identifying measurable
metrics relative to the impact categories of interest [12, 13]. These social impact indicators also
have potential to be used alone in some cases, or combine with other indicators to represent highlevel objectives, such as the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals [106, 107]. This
paper does not attempt to map sensor data all the way to Sustainable Development Goals. Instead,
it focuses only on helping designers map sensor data to social impact indicators.
Historically, the user data required to calculate social impact indicators of products in developing countries has primarily been obtained through methods that require direct interaction with
or observation of users [15, 16]. This data, referred to as direct data in this paper, is typically rich
in information but can usually only be collected at relatively low frequency intervals because of
the high amount of human facilitation to obtain and because researchers and engineers are often
geographically removed from the developing country of interest [91].
Another potential way to obtain data used to calculate and monitor social impact indicators
related to the use of products over time is through using electronic data collection devices. These
devices are installed onto products or used by individuals and utilize sensors to translate physical
phenomena into meaningful user data without requiring manual collection via human interaction
with users, which data is referred to as indirect data in this paper. One advantage of these devices
is their ability to collect data that would not be plausible to continuously collect through manual
data collection. This continuously collected data can either be stored onboard the device for manual retrieval after a period of time or transmitted wirelessly as in the case of Internet of Things
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(IoT) sensor devices [108]. When this data is transmitted wirelessly, these devices also enable
autonomous and remote monitoring of social impact indicator and other data. In some cases, this
sensor data can be used to calculate social impact indicators directly. In other cases, a simultaneously collected set of direct data (collected manually) and indirect data (collected via the sensor)
can constitute a training dataset used to create a correlation model that predicts direct data given
the sensor data, thus enabling the continuous and often remote prediction of rich direct data at the
often lower cost of sensor data [91].
The use of remote data collection devices also has the potential to reduce the cost of data
collection by providing lower data collection costs than manual collection or increasing the quality
of the data obtained [91]. These devices can also reduce costs by providing data that improves
a product, service, or intervention delivery and thereby enables a proactive and preventative response to a crisis as opposed to a more costly, reactive one. For example, a widespread network
of these devices monitoring water hand pumps in East Africa can ensure that water hand pumps
are functional in case of a drought and prevent a much more costly emergency water delivery service [109]. However, the per unit deployed cost of these devices must incorporate the amortized
engineering and development cost along with bill of materials and deployment costs for an accurate
cost comparison.
Additionally, the costs of developing and using these electronic devices has reduced and
development of these devices has become more accessible in recent years. Individuals with little
experience developing electronic sensor devices can now develop them more easily and inexpensively than ever before. Much of this lowering cost and easier accessibility has been aided by the
rapid growth of IoT devices as reflected by the growing number of IoT devices in the world from
15 billion in 2015 to an estimated 75 billion in 2025 [22]. Also, the growing ubiquity of cellular
networks and Wi-Fi connectivity in developing countries has made potential applicability of these
devices to social impact and other data collection in developing countries more viable.
A small but growing number of researchers have already used sensor devices to monitor the
usage or social impact of products in developing countries. Existing products that have previously
been remotely monitored using sensors include water filters [26], improved cookstoves [26–28],
latrines [29, 30], solar panels [31], and water hand pumps [29, 32].
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Ottosson et al. lists many additional existing products for which the social impact could
be monitored [36]. These devices also have high potential for assisting in the improvement of
quality of life when the products monitored are critical to health and of which there is a historically
high rate of failure as in the case of water hand pumps [51]. Furthermore, these data collection
devices also have potential to provide data useful for improving water, sanitation, and energy
service delivery applications as these have special design considerations [110]. In addition to
providing research value on a small scale, these types of remote data collection devices also have
significant potential to provide product usage and operational insights for wide-scale monitoring
as well as facilitate pay-for-performance contracting as shown by Thomas et al. [24]. However,
due to the financial constraints typically present in the developing world, there are only limited
applications in which wide scale deployment of these sensor devices is feasible. Thorough financial
analysis is of utmost importance to ensure feasibility in developing world applications that require
high volume manufacturing and deployment.
When developing these sensor devices for use in the developing world, there are unique
challenges that must be overcome to ensure that reliable, accurate, and affordable devices can be
deployed for collecting social impact or other data. The “Principles for Digital Development”
outline nine principles that should be reviewed and considered by any practitioner desiring to improve their likelihood of success in using digital tools to collect and use data in developing world
applications [21]. However, despite this and other current resources available for developing electronic and/or IoT sensor devices, there is little in the literature that discusses principles of how to
effectively design these systems for use in measuring the social impacts of products in developing countries. Thomas et al. propose the use and benefits of one specific commercial hardware
platform for remotely collecting data [33]. Kipf et al. propose a platform for managing and using backend data from remote sensor systems [35]. Stringham et al. propose a framework that
includes some considerations that are important to sensor device design for social impact measurement [91]. However, designing the mechanical, electrical, and many other aspects of sensor
devices for monitoring the social impact and other usage data of products in developing countries
has its own challenges unique from the design of other types of systems that are not addressed in
the literature.
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Principles of effective design of such systems will become increasingly applicable as more
researchers, NGOs, businesses, and others seek to use them to measure the social impacts or collect
critical and actionable data related to the use of products in developing countries. The purpose of
this paper is to provide principles and guidelines that should be considered for successful sensor
device development and use for the collection of user data for social impact indicator calculation
and other applications that have potential to improve lives in developing countries.
These principles have been identified through the design, development, testing, manufacturing, deployment, and use of many remote data collection devices by the authors and other members
of the Design Exploration Research Group at Brigham Young University. These devices include
environmental sensor devices (Brazil and Utah), a two-part Bluetooth-connected classroom usage
and environmental monitor device (Cambodia), human-powered water borehole drill monitoring
device (Utah), water hand pump usage monitor and failure detection devices (Uganda), and other
sensor devices. Nearly all of these devices connect to the internet via cellular or Wi-Fi networks.
Altogether, more than 80 of these devices have been manufactured and deployed since 2017 and
are primarily in the developmental part of pilot testing. Many other prototypes have been manufactured and tested during the development of these devices. While we acknowledge that many
others have deployed greater quantities of devices, we believe the principles identified through
our experience developing these devices for a wide variety of applications will be useful to others
looking to do the same.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 4.2 discusses the approach
taken to identify and organize the key decisions and critical questions that should be considered
when developing a remote data collection device; Section 4.3 provides an overview for the canvas
that can be used to visualize and track device design progress; and Sections 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 discuss
the key decisions, questions, options, and considerations that should be examined during the Data
Identification, Device Design, and Device Deployment parts of device development, respectively.

4.2

Device Development Overview
The successful development and use of devices for collecting data used to calculate social

impact indicators can be difficult to achieve, especially for those without experience developing
or using such devices. Many factors can cause the project to result in failure if not considered
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properly. However, by decomposing the process of device development and use into parts, it
becomes clear what key decisions need to be made throughout the process.
One way to distinguish the parts of device development and use for these specific devices
includes Part 1: Data Identification, Part 2: Device Design, and Part 3: Device Deployment. Key
decisions that need to be made in the Data Identification part relate to the social impact indicators
that will be calculated, the physical phenomena that represent the indicators and can be measured
by sensors, and the data correlation that will be used to correlate sensor data with the user data
required to calculate the indicators. Key decisions that must be made in the Device Design part
relate to the device sensor data, data retrieval, device computer, power supply, device housing, and
non-sensor inputs and outputs. Key decisions to be made in the Device Deployment part relate
to data utilization, training data collection, testing, manufacturing, installation, maintenance and
operations, ethics and regulations, and design and deployment strategy. As with any product development process, decisions in one part can affect another part and therefore iteration is expected.
For each key decision in the process of development and use, there are a number of critical
questions that need to be answered to help ensure the best decision is made for collecting and using social impact indicator data. Sections 4.4 through 4.6 include many questions that are critical
to answer for each key decision in each part of device development and use. Included with the
questions are common options and examples that could be possible answers to the questions as
well as considerations and guidelines for answering that question. While these options, considerations, and guidelines are by no means exhaustive, acknowledging and answering them through
the process will assist practitioners interested in collecting and using sensor device data. Extensive
analysis of which option to pursue for a given question is not included as this will vary greatly by
application and would be prohibitive to include here.
Accompanying the critical questions for each factor is a canvas, which can be used as
a design tool throughout the development process. The Business Model Canvas [111], E-Spot
Canvas [112], and Design for Developing World Canvas [2] provide the precedents upon which
this canvas is based. A canvas was chosen instead of a simple list of questions because a list does
not capture interactions between the key decisions. A canvas was also chosen instead of a flow
chart because a flow chart implies a strict order in which the key decisions should be made. While
the presented canvas will generally be filled out in a clockwise order starting from the top left (Data
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Identification to Device Design to Device Deployment), it could be filled out in any order that is
most beneficial or seems most appropriate to the person or team using it.
A canvas provides a tool that can be used repeatedly during the development process as
key decisions are made and the design progresses. During design reviews, the canvas can be useful
to guide discussion and help identify what is currently known and unknown about the design.
Relative to each box on the canvas, design teams can ask “Have we made a choice relative to
each key decision?” If a decision has not been made, teams can ask “What are the requirements
that drive the decision?” or “What is needed to be able to make a decision?” However, it is not
critical that all of the answers to the questions within each box be answered in one session with
the canvas, and it is recommended that sessions reviewing the canvas last less than one hour. It
is typical that in the first session with the canvas, only part of the canvas will be answered using
knowledge available initially and assignments will be made to various team members to further
research the remaining parts. In subsequent meetings, the team will progressively and iteratively
complete the canvas. Hence, the canvas includes a place to record revision, date, and current state
of development. The ultimate goal of the canvas is to facilitate decision making and ensure that
critical questions are answered and key decisions are made deliberately.

4.3

The Social Impact Sensor Canvas Overview
Figure 4.1 shows a scaled down version of the canvas for illustration purposes. A more

practically useful 11 in x 17 in format is available under the Resources tab and Design Resources
option at gdi.byu.edu.
The heading of the canvas allows tracking of the date and revisions of the canvas and should
be updated as new versions are created. The “Product” field can be used to write the name of the
product for which the social impact will be measured. The “Current State” field can be used to
describe the current state of development of the remote data collection device. Relative to the
canvas and this paper, device refers to the data collection sensor device that is being developed
while product refers to the product of which the social impact is being measured.
Each part (section) below discusses the key decisions (subsections) and questions (subsubsections) that should be considered when developing a system for collecting data used to calcu-
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late social impact indicators. Each part and key decision includes a description below the heading
for clarity.

4.4

Part: Data Identification
Data Identification is the part of the process in which the practitioner identifies what social

impact indicators will best indicate the social impact of the product over time. The calculation of
social impact indicators can be made possible through the collection of user data based on sensor
data that correlates sensor output with physical phenomena related to how a product is used.
Often the social impact indicators will be the starting point and will already be known if
this canvas is used in conjunction with another approach such as Stringham et al.’s framework for
combining direct and indirect data for social impact measurement [91]. Alternatively, the physical
phenomena that will be measured or is available, such as the movement of a water pump handle,
may be used as the starting point from which possible social impact indicators could be identified.

4.4.1

Social Impact Indicators
The social impact indicators written in this box of the canvas during device development

can come from the eleven social impact categories derived by Rainock et al. [13]. The process for
determining which indicators should be collected is discussed extensively by Stevenson et al. [12],
but the process generally involves identifying the social impact categories that are relevant to the
product and its application, identifying the data that could be collected, and selecting meaningful
indicators that represent an outcome of interest. The following considerations will help lead to a
careful decision of which indicators and data should be collected.

What user data is needed for calculation of the social impact indicators?
Common Options/Examples:
The user data required for calculation of the social impact indicators will be identified from
determination of the social impact indicator equations. For example, data needed to calculate social
impact indicators related to water hand pumps could include number of hours using a hand pump
and number of strokes of a hand pump by user type (man, woman, or child) [91].
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The Social Impact Sensor Canvas
Date:_________ Rev:________

Product:___________ Current State_______
Instructions: At the top of each box is a Key Decision that needs to be made; at the bottom
are Considerations that should be made when making each Key Decision. For each box (Key
Decision), write what could or will be used.

Data Identification

Device Design

Physical Phenomena

Social Impact
Indicators

Sensors

How representative the phenomena are of social impact
indicator data; Method of sensing/measuring

Data Correlation
Indicator equations and data
needed to calculate them;
Collection frequency & duration

Cost; Reliability; Expected lifetime; Durability;
Accuracy; Precision; Size

Data Transmission & Storage
Form of correlation model linking sensor data to indicators;
Data post processing; Data labeling

Device Deployment
Data Utilization

Training Data Collection

Data collection and transmission method;
Onboard storage; Data pipeline configuration;
Factors that could prevent data transmission

Microcontroller/processor

Who needs access; How used;
How stored; How secured

Testing

Extent of training data needed; Collection
logistics: Who, When, How much, Add'I
equipment, Add'I device functionality

Manufacturing

Processing power; Built-in telemetry; RAM;
Cost; Existing vs. custom platform; Remote
firmware update capable; Size

Power Supply

Engineering verification; Market validation;
Before/After deployment;

Ethics & Regulations

User identity and privacy protection; User
awareness; Regulatory approval, permits, or
fees required; Institutional/international IRB

Partnerships

For: Design, Manufacturing, Installation, Data
collection, Finance, Supply chain,
Maintenance, and Sustainability

Which processes required; Manufacturer;
Vendor; Where; How many; By when

Installation Strategy

Device power requirements; Battery;
External power source; Longevity

Device Housing

Installer; Tools required; Site access; Cost;
Correct installation verification

Maintenance & Operation

How sensor affects normal product use;
Maintenance (who, cost, spare parts); How to
ensure accurate data; End of life retrieval

Form factor; Attachment method; Vandalism;
Theft; Durability; Signal attenuation

Non-Sensor I/O

User inputs (buttons, switches, etc.); Outputs
(motor/servo actuation, LEDs, screens,
audible, vibration, etc.)

Figure 4.1: The Social Impact Sensor Canvas for guiding the development of sensor systems used
to measure the social impacts of products in developing countries.
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Selection Considerations:
The user data used to calculate the social impact indicators provides the basis for the entire
data collection process; as such, care should be exercised when selecting the data that will be
collected, and the motivation for collecting each data source should be clear. For each relevant
social impact category, one or more social impact indicators should be identified and selected. The
indicators chosen and data collected may be refined over time.
A sufficient number of social impact indicators should be selected so as to meet the desired
objectives for the sensor device application, but not so many indicators that the data is prohibitively
expensive to obtain. When possible, select a physical phenomenon along with a sensor data source
(discussed in the following sections) that can be used to calculate multiple indicators to obtain the
most data possible with the least complex device. For example, one previous study used the single
sensor data source of water pump handle angle over time to calculate ten social impact indicators
in five different social impact categories [91].

How frequently does the data need to be obtained?
Common Options/Examples:
Continuously to annually.
Selection Considerations:
The main consideration here is how frequently the data will be needed in order to be useful for the specific application. Some situations, such as when individual safety is involved, may
require near real-time data collection in order to be able to inform time-critical decisions. Other
applications such as for product or program evaluations may not require more than quarterly, semiannual, or annual collection of data stored on-board the device. The trade-off of increasing data
collection frequency is often a higher cost of data collection due to increased power and data transmission needs or more frequent manual retrieval of data.
Generally, collect the least amount of data needed to calculate the social impact indicators
or perform the needed functionality. If near real-time data is needed, transmit or obtain data daily
when possible to have only a small delay between when data is collected and when the data can be
used.
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How long will the data need to be collected for?
Common Options/Examples:
Several weeks to many years.
Selection Considerations:
One of the main advantages of using a data collection device to collect data is the lower cost
of long term, high frequency data collection. If there is little need to identify trends in data over
time, the cost of developing and deploying a long term data collection system may not be justified.
The main trade-off of collecting data for an extended period of time is the cost of recurring data
collection. This potentially includes data transmission and network connection fees in addition to
data storage and/or the cost of paying personnel to collect or manage the data.
Collect data for a minimum of one to six months to make the effort of creating the setup
and data collection process worthwhile. If the data can be collected over a few weeks or less, it
may be more cost and time effective to instead collect the data manually.

4.4.2

Physical Phenomena
Physical phenomena refers to the physical phenomena that will be measured by the sensors

to collect the user data used to calculate the social impact indicators. The selected phenomena
should be written in this box of the canvas.

What physical phenomena are representative of the data needed?
Common Options/Examples:
The physical phenomena could include any number of sensor-measurable physical phenomena that could be indicative of the user data needed to calculate the social impact indicators.
Some examples include movement, acceleration, rotation, force, water flow, and temperature.
Selection Considerations:
In selecting the physical phenomena that will be measured to collect the data used to calculate the social impact indicators, effort should be made to avoid as many confounding factors
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as possible. Ideally, the physical phenomena will individually and completely capture the data of
interest.
If the physical phenomenon that can be measured is identified before selection of social
impact indicators, this could also dictate the selection of social impact indicators.

4.4.3

Data Correlation
Data correlation refers to the data correlation that will be used to translate sensor data into

user data subsequently used to calculate the social impact indicators.

What type of correlation would most effectively capture the relationship between the sensor
data and user data required for calculating social impact indicators?
Common Options/Examples:
A wide variety of predictive modeling approaches could be used to correlate sensor data
with the user data needed to calculate the social impact indicators. While new modeling approaches
will inevitably be developed, some current approaches include linear regression [113], logistic
regression [113], random forests [114], decision trees [115], deep learning models (such as neural
networks) [38], and multivariate adaptive regression splines [116].
Selection Considerations:
When deciding which correlation modeling approach to use, some factors to consider include the type of data that will be collected, the researchers individual experience with the chosen
modeling approach, the amount of data that will be available or required to create the correlation,
the mathematical attributes of the data being measured, and the performance or model accuracy
required.
Begin by considering the most straightforward modeling approach available based on the
experience of the researcher. If the performance of the most straightforward model is acceptable, there is no need to explore other approaches. However, if higher model accuracy is needed,
other modeling approaches can be explored according to the time and resources available by the
researchers to create such models.
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What data post-processing and labeling will be needed to prepare data for creation of and
use with the correlation model?
Common Options/Examples:
Potential data preprocessing techniques that may be beneficial prior to using the sensor
data to create a correlation model may include normalizing all data channels to a common scale
(typically 1), shifting the data to have a mean of 0, data filtering and smoothing, and adjusting for
sensor drift or hysteresis.
The approach that will be used to label the data from the sensor, or manually assign a class
to the various classes of sensor data should also be considered prior to data collection. Possible
options include real-time class labeling through observation, recording video for later data labeling
through observation, or surveying users for later data labeling.
Selection Considerations:
The data post-processing that is required is largely a function of the model in which the
data will be used so the identification of what post-processing is required should be done in tandem
with the creation of the correlation model. If class labeling is to be done through observation, video
recording is typically preferred over real-time labeling to enable fewer labeling errors as long as
the privacy of individuals is not compromised. In terms of resource management, it is beneficial
to consider the amount of data labeling that will need to be completed to identify the amount of
resources that will be required for data preparation prior to the actual data collection.
To minimize time and effort required to post-process the data, it is recommended to begin
with the least amount of data post-processing possible. If the minimally processed data results in
a sufficiently accurate model, no additional processing is necessary. If the minimally processed
data results in an insufficiently accurate model or if the most accurate model possible is needed,
continue to perform post-processing techniques.

4.5

Part: Device Design
The key decisions within the Device Design part are the subsystems that comprise a typical

data collection device, which can be identified using subsystem decomposition.
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4.5.1

Sensor Data
The sensor data key decision incorporates the sensor(s) that will be used to measure the

physical phenomena along with any intermediary data processing or modeling to translate raw
sensor data into a physically meaningful data source. In the example of a water handpump, this
could entail both the selection of an inertial measurement unit (IMU) sensor along with data processing required to translate IMU sensor data into pump handle angle over time.

What sensor(s) should be used to measure the physical phenomena?
Common Options/Examples:
Accelerometers, gyroscopes, temperature sensors, humidity sensors, Hall effect sensors,
ultrasonic sensors, strain gauges, force transducers, passive infrared sensors, optical sensors, GPS
sensors, potentiometers, light sensors, and level sensors include several common sensor options
available at the time of writing that could be used to measure the physical phenomena of interest.
Selection Considerations:
The cost, reliability, expected lifetime, durability, and repeatability are several factors that
should be considered when selecting a sensor to measure the physical phenomena of interest. If a
low quantity of devices are needed, the cost of the sensor may be a less critical consideration than
when a large quantity of devices is needed.
The least expensive sensors should be chosen that still meet the reliability and performance
requirements. If possible, choose sensors for which software libraries have been developed for
whichever computer (typically a microcontroller) is being used to reduce required effort and potential bugs related to communicating with and obtaining readings from the sensor.

What modelling or data processing technique(s) will be used to translate raw sensor data into
a physically meaningful data source?
Common Options/Examples:
Due to the large number of possibilities here based on the various available techniques
applicable to the hundreds or thousands of different types of sensors, the practitioner is advised to
research the specific techniques for the sensor and application of interest.
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Selection Considerations:
The translation of raw sensor data into a physically meaningful data source will often occur
onboard the device’s computer; therefore, it is critical to ensure that whatever technique is used is
within the processing capabilities of the computer.

4.5.2

Data Retrieval
The data retrieval subsystem includes all necessary radios, telemetry, on-board storage, and

other components required to transmit and store data in order to move the data from the device to
the practitioner. The team’s choices relative to this should be written in this part of the canvas.

What data collection method should be used?
Common Options/Examples:
Data can be collected through either having individuals retrieve removable media containing stored data or through data transmission via one of the many radio technologies and transmission protocols. Several common data transmission technologies at the time of writing include
satellite, cellular, LPWAN, Wi-Fi, Zigbee, Bluetooth, and near-field communication (NFC).
Selection Considerations:
When determining whether storing the data onboard the device and collecting it manually or transmitting the data through one of the radio technologies, it is important to consider the
hardware cost, difficulty of data transmission development, recurring cost of transmission, power
consumption, availability by area, range of transmission, reliability, and possibility and cost of
manual data collection. If data transmission is to be used, it is often optimal to use the option that
has the lowest cost subject to the power availability, transmission capability, and other functionality constraints. Regarding currently available technologies, cellular data transmission has quickly
grown to be one of the most promising transmission methods due to the near ubiquity of cellular networks even in remote areas of developing countries and the current ease of development
and relatively low cost of cellular-enabled development boards. Many companies provide cellularbased microcontrollers or shields, which make cellular device development much more simple and
straightforward now than in the past. However, large amounts of data will be restrictive due to the
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higher cost of transmission. Wi-Fi is often the ideal method of data transmission for situations in
which large amounts of data are required to be transmitted due to lower or absent restrictions on
data amounts. Also, the hardware costs of Wi-Fi based microcontrollers are less expensive than
cellular or satellite options. LPWAN (Low power wide area network) is desirable for situations
with minimal cellular coverage but require remote or long distance transmission with low data
rates. These require the use of a cellular or Wi-Fi gateway to provide connectivity to the internet. Bluetooth Low Energy, which has superseded the original Bluetooth, typically requires lower
energy than any of the previous technologies but has much lower transmission distances and also
requires a gateway to connect to the internet or must be collected by hired individuals on a periodic
basis. Satellite data transmission should typically only be used when cellular, Wi-Fi, or other radio
options are out of range due to the higher cost and fewer development resources available than
other approaches.
If a large amount of data is needed for something such as video data or deep learning training data, it may be cost prohibitive to transmit this information and may require the use of on-board
storage that is manually collected at periodic intervals with data either transferred electronically or
physically shipped.
Where available, it is recommended to use Wi-Fi as the transmission method due to the
relatively low cost of the hardware and ability to inexpensively transmit large amounts of data.
However, Wi-Fi is often not available in remote, developing world settings. When Wi-Fi is unavailable, cellular will typically be the most promising option, especially since cellular networks
are nearly ubiquitous even in remote areas of developing countries. There are also several companies that currently provide microcontroller development boards with full cellular service for data
costs as low as $1-3 per month.

How should the data pipeline be configured?
Common Options/Examples:
The data pipeline is the means by which the data will go from the deployed device to a
useful, accessible form for the researcher and other necessary parties. Pre-built dashboard service
providers offer application programming interfaces (APIs) that publish data directly to their servers
and easily allow the setup of an online dashboard for visualizing and storing the data. Some
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currently available IoT dashboard providers include providers such as Adafruit IO, AskSensors,
Ubidots, Thingspeak, and others. An example basic option involves a process as simple as using a
data publish that triggers a Webhook that is captured by the web service IFTTT (If This Then That)
and stores data in a Google Sheet. An additional option is building a fully custom data pipeline
using proprietary web servers, databases, and a custom dashboard.
Selection Considerations: The primary drivers for data pipeline decisions are cost (both upfront
and recurring), functionality/customization, who needs to view the data, and reliability.
If the design team has little web development experience, a pre-built dashboard service
provider is an ideal way to develop a proof of concept for data retrieval, storage, and visualization.
These pre-built dashboard service providers may also be a viable long term solution if the quantity
and time period of use is low. However, their lower upfront cost typically comes at the cost of a
higher recurring cost. Another consideration is that 3rd party services may limit the frequency or
amount of received data, only store it for a limited amount of time, or be less reliable in capturing
and storing the published data than custom pipelines.
Custom data pipelines enable any desired functionality and customization but can have significant upfront development costs and require a longer development timeline. Thomas et al. provides one data pipeline framework for effectively collecting and processing data from developing
world sensor applications [33].
For prototyping and initial use, it is usually sufficient to use free data pipeline and dashboard options such as those mentioned above. To avoid many debugging issues and minimize
initial costs, it is recommended to use an existing dashboard provider. However, when scaling,
it is recommended to pay the price to develop a custom dashboard and data pipeline to minimize
recurring costs and provide the specific functionality needed for the specific application.

What factors could prevent effective data collection and transmission?
Common Options/Examples:
Signal attenuation, unable to purchase data for transmission network connections (i.e. SIM
card for cellular network), vandalism, battery energy depletion, and power disconnection.
Selection Considerations:
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When cellular data transmission is chosen, use mobile virtual network operators (MVNOs)
that have systems of automatic billing available instead of requiring manual “recharging” of cellular data to simplify paying for cellular data and avoid disruptions in cellular service. Most companies that provide cellular microcontroller boards also provide cellular service. Guidelines for the
other considerations are included in their more relevant sections below.

How much data needs to be collected?
Common Options/Examples:
Data requirements include few kilobytes per day for basic usage-based sensors to many
kilobytes or megabytes per day for constant data collection using basic sensors to gigabytes per
day for video.
Selection Considerations:
It is important to consider the amount of data required to identify a statistically or practically meaningful trend or result and weigh that against the cost.
When using the data in a deep learning application, the amount of data transmitted may
be large. When using any type of video data, the amount of data will likely be large. For simple
sensors, the amount of data may be very small.
If using Wi-Fi, transmission of large amounts of data is typically acceptable. However, if
cellular is used, it is recommended to compress data before transmission and to transmit less than
a few megabytes of data per month according to current cellular costs to minimize data costs. If
video or large amounts of data are to be collected, it is likely to be more cost effective to perform
manual data collection by partnering with someone in the country in which data will be collected.

4.5.3

Computer
The computer used to provide the critical functionality of controlling the overall device,

sensors, data transmission, and data storage will typically be a microcontroller, although a single board computer, microcomputer, personal computer, or any other type of computer could be
used. Microcontrollers will receive the most attention here since they typically best meet the size,
processing, and functionality requirements for these applications.
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What computer should be used?
Common Options/Examples:
While the technology and preferable or available options will change over time, common current options at the time writing for bespoke device applications include cellular, LPWAN,
Wi-Fi, or Bluetooth-based development microcontroller boards (including Arduino, ESP32-based
boards, Particle products, Pycom products, Raspberry Pi products, Adafruit/SparkFun development boards). For large scale applications, the primary option is a custom microcontroller system.
Selection Considerations:
It is necessary to consider power availability, data transmission and storage needs, data
processing needs (processing and RAM), programming language, built-in telemetry, and ability
to remotely update firmware during installation or operation when selecting a microcontroller or
other computer. Numerous data sheets, tutorials, and blogs outline the benefits of each type of
computer or microcontroller. Custom microcontroller systems enable lower manufacturing cost at
high volume but come at the cost of much higher development cost.
Initially, development boards should be used as opposed to custom boards to reduce potential issues caused by custom microcontroller development. Upon need to massively scale the
project, it will often become necessary to develop a custom microcontroller.

4.5.4

Power Supply
The power supply subsystem includes all necessary components and factors that affect how

the device is powered.

What are the power requirements?
Common Options/Examples:
Current and voltage required by computer, data transmission unit, sensors, and all other
components and peripherals.
Selection Considerations:
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The power requirements could set the power that needs to be obtained, or the power that
is available could set the max allowable power and energy consumption by the device and thereby
dictate the device and data transmission type and amount that is possible.
Use lower power data transmission methods and lower power sensors and microcontrollers
when possible. If possible, use grid power combined with battery backup to ensure reliable transmission of data.

What are the battery needs?
Common Options/Examples:
Rechargeable or not and battery chemistry type. Current common battery chemistries
available at the time of writing include alkaline, lead acid, nickel metal hydride (NiMh), lithium
polymer (Li-Po), lithium ion (Li-Ion), lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4), lithium thionyl chloride
(LiSOCl2).
Selection Considerations:
Energy storage capacity, rate of charge and discharge capacity, intermittency of battery
recharging, functional temperature range, cost, cycles to failure, and environmental impact are all
factors to be considered when selecting a battery.
In most developing world situations when data is critical, a backup battery is needed even
for devices powered by grid power supply due to intermittency of grid power. The specified storage
capacity of the battery should be based on how unreliable grid power is.
Another easily overlooked factor is the max allowable capacity and type restrictions for
the expected transportation and shipping of the device. For example, if lithium batteries are to
be used, air transportation and shipping regulations should be checked to ensure compliance and
avoid confiscation during shipping and customs processing.
Regarding currently available batteries, Li-Po batteries provide a well performing, rechargeable, readily available, and energy dense option. The primary restriction in using them is the operating temperature range as most Li-Po batteries can only be used between 0-10 and 45 degrees C
if the battery will be intermittently charged during use [117,118]. For extreme temperatures of -60
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to 85 degrees C, no promising rechargeable option currently exists, but lithium thionyl chloride
batteries can provide a non-rechargeable option [119].

What are the external power supply needs?
Common Options/Examples:
Grid-connected, solar photovoltaic, wind, hydro, and motion energy harvesting.
Selection Considerations:
The lowest cost and typically most reliable method of externally powering the device is
grid-connected power. However, if availability is limited, other options may be more appropriate.
When selecting an external power source, the likelihood of tampering or theft of the device is
a major consideration that should be made. If motion energy harvesting is used, longevity and
durability is likely the most important design consideration.
Generally, grid power is recommended when available due to its low cost. However, grid
power is often unavailable in remote monitoring situations. Photovoltaics is the next easiest power
supply option to implement and could be used when available with panels sized based on power
needs.

4.5.5

Device Housing
The device housing subsystem includes all relevant aspects of the design to ensure the

device is protected and secured.

What is the required form factor of the device housing?
Common Options/Examples:
Off-the-shelf housing versus custom housing design that is 3D printed, injection molded,
or machined.
Selection Considerations:
The method of integration of the device with the product, space constraints, attachment
method, and environmental protection are examples of factors that will affect whether an off-
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the-shelf housing could be used or whether a custom housing is needed. If a custom housing is
used, extensive testing will likely be needed to ensure that adequate environmental protection is
provided.
It is recommended to use off-the-shelf housing for the low cost and higher finish quality
than 3D printed designs. If the form factor required is not conducive to an off-the-shelf housing,
it is recommended to use 3D printed housing for low cost as long as waterproofing is not needed.
If waterproofing is needed, it can be very difficult to achieve complete waterproofing using 3D
printed housings. However, as 3D printing quality increases and cost decreases, it is possible that
3D printed housing quality will approach injection molded quality.

What environmental factors must the housing protect from?
Common Options/Examples:
Dust, temperature, and moisture are likely to be the most common factors that must be
considered for the developing world. Water, vibration, impact, and other factors may also be
encountered in certain situations.
Selection Considerations:
It may be tempting to design the device to protect from every possible environmental factor.
However, to reduce cost, only the factors that may be encountered based on the desired system
lifetime should be designed to keep cost as low as possible.
As mentioned, off-the-shelf housings are recommended where possible because they typically provide the best environmental protection and can be purchased based on designated ingress
protection (IP) or NEMA ratings for whatever level of environmental protection is needed. For dust
protection only, 3D printed housings with O-ring cord stock lining the lid may provide sufficient
protection.

How will the housing or installation location affect any data transmission required?
Common Options/Examples:
The use of a metal housing or electromagnetic interference caused by motors or other
components in close proximity could negatively affect data transmission reliability.
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Selection Considerations:
The primary consideration in potential data transmission issues is the required signal reliability. If successful reception of all data is critical for the device to be useful, all potential signal
attenuation should be avoided. Cost and device security are two potential trade-offs that could
come with designing for maximum signal reliability.
When possible, use plastic over metal housings to minimize signal attenuation. If a metal
housing must be used, explore the possibility of using an external antenna.

How will the housing be secured to the structure of the product?
Common Options/Examples:
Permanent (welding, gluing, etc.) versus removable (screwing, bolting, snap-fitting, doublesided taping, etc.), integrated with product versus add-on.
Selection Considerations:
As customary in any design process, the advantages and disadvantages of each potential
method should be considered.
Whichever method that can be completed using the tools available at the time of installation should be used. For example, even in a case where welding is the ideal attachment method,
screwing or gluing may be the better option if it would be prohibitively difficult to provide a welder
at the location of device installation.
Obtain feedback from locals who will be using the product to ensure that the method of
securing the device does not adversely affect the use of the product.

How will the housing be secured to prevent vandalism or theft?
Common Options/Examples:
Security by obscurity, locked housings, tamper proof screws, permanent attachment methods such as welding or high strength adhesives on fasteners, or metal housings.
Selection Considerations:
Security by obscurity, or securing the device so it does not appear in plain sight or valuable,
is one promising option for helping prevent vandalism or theft. Other measures of installation that
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are permanent or more difficult to remove can provide additional protection of the device if security
by obscurity is not possible.
Generally, make the device as discreet and unattractive as possible to help avoid the potential for theft and vandalism. Additionally, using high strength attachment methods and security
bolts or screws with unique heads may help prevent vandalism.

What endurance or fatigue issues need to be considered?
Common Options/Examples:
Cyclically moving parts, wear situations, and devices exposed to the elements or UV degradation.
Selection Considerations:
When designing a device to measure the social impact of a product with moving or exposed
parts, long term fatigue and endurance challenges should be addressed.
When possible, avoid integrating the sensor device with the product using methods subject
to fatigue, for example, by avoiding designs that would require cyclic bending of wires or other
components. When unavoidable, extensive testing should be performed to avoid premature failure.

What maintenance or data collection access will the device need?
Common Options/Examples:
Removable media storage (i.e. microSD card) access, battery replacement, entire unit replacement, component lubrication, or sacrificial part replacement if moving parts or corrosion are
involved.
Selection Considerations:
If data will be stored on removable media such as a microSD card that will be retrieved
periodically, the housing should be designed such that card access is easily accessible. In applications where it is not possible to constantly power the device, battery replacement may be required
and the housing should accommodate straightforward battery replacement without needing to completely remove or uninstall the device. If moving parts are integrated into the sensing function, the
device should be designed such that lubrication or sacrificial/consumable parts can be replaced.
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4.5.6

Non-Sensor I/O
Non-sensor I/O refers to the non-sensor input and output components needed for proper

functionality and installation of the device.

What user inputs must the device accept?
Common Options/Examples:
Buttons and switches.
Selection Considerations:
The inclusion of a power button or switch is typically needed to provide an externally
accessible and easy way to power on the device. Other buttons or switches may also be needed for
configuration in the field during installation or use.

What outputs must the device create?
Common Options/Examples:
Motor or servo actuation, LEDs, screens, audible, and vibration.
Selection Considerations:
Outputs for indicating and ensuring correct setup and installation of the device may help
prevent other issues in the future. Any other movement or actuation that the device should provide
should also be considered.
At a minimum, incorporate an externally visible indicator LED to identify whether the
device is able to connect to transmission networks and function properly.

4.6

Part: Device Deployment
Device Deployment includes all of the key decisions that must be considered when deploy-

ing the device into the field to collect the data.
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4.6.1

Data Utilization
Data utilization refers to how the data will be used after being transmitted or retrieved from

the device.

Who will need access to the data?
Common Options/Examples:
Researchers, organizations, individuals, maintenance workers, and pay-for-service contractors, including whether these parties access the data through open versus closed access.
Selection Considerations:
The first consideration relates to the ease of data use, which may be greater with a userfriendly dashboard and lower with a database. If only researchers or data analysts will be using the
data, the cost of developing a user-friendly dashboard may not be justified.
The second consideration relates to whether the data will be made open access for use
by the public or closed access and only available to specified stakeholders. If the data is made
open access, there is potential for use by a larger community to work toward solving additional
challenges, growing businesses, and increasing government accountability [21]. However, there is
added potential for personal privacy and security to be compromised. The protection of individual
privacy and security is of utmost importance as discussed in Section 4.6.7. If the data is closed for
access only by specified stakeholders, the data has less potential for use, but data security is easier
to ensure.

How will the data be used?
Common Options/Examples:
For observing general trends, directly inputting data into a correlation or predictive model,
or failure notification.
Selection Considerations:
The required use of the data will directly affect the means of retrieving, storing, displaying,
and using the data that should be developed.
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If the data is only needed for observing general trends, a basic dashboard should be developed. If the data is used only for failure notification, a text message based approach may be
sufficient without need for a dashboard. If the data will be used within a correlation or predictive
model, a dashboard may not be needed if the predicted values are all that is needed, but a dashboard
may be helpful for visualizing the modeling results.

How will the data be stored after retrieved from the device?
Common Options/Examples:
Web-based (cloud-based) server (local server or 3rd party), local computer.
Selection Considerations:
Cost and who will need access to the data are the primary drivers for this decision. If
multiple users in different locations need access to the data, a web-based server may be the best
option, although this may come at a higher recurring cost than local, non-web based storage.
Web-based servers are recommended for most applications due to their minimal or nonexistent upfront costs, reasonable recurring costs, and great flexibility in scaling or adjusting.

4.6.2

Training Data Collection
Training data collection is the process of simultaneously collecting direct and sensor data

for use in creating or training a correlation model. It is an optional factor that will only need to
be considered when correlating sensor data with some higher level type of data via a correlation
model [91].

What additional equipment is required for training data collection?
Common Options/Examples:
Cameras or other custom devices connected to the sensor device wirelessly by Bluetooth,
for example.
Selection Considerations:
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In the process of collecting training data, cameras may be required for recording training
data that is subsequently labeled. Custom devices may need to be connected to the primary sensor
device through Bluetooth, for example, to increment counters or record a start/stop time on the
data collection device for straightforward use in later labeling of training data.
If possible, based on local privacy laws and IRB approval, it is recommended to use video
to record data needed for labeling sensor data and training the model. This allows greater accuracy
in most cases than real-time data labeling. If real-time labeling is required, the process should be
as automated as possible such as through pressing buttons on a remotely connected custom device,
smart phone, or computer, for example, to result in highest possible accuracy.

What additional or different device functionality does the Training Data Collection device
need from the deployed device?
Common Options/Examples:
Same as or different than deployed device; on-board storage may be required even if deployed device does not need it.
Selection Considerations:
The device used during collection of training data may need a larger battery capacity or
on-board storage for storing large amounts of training data.
It is recommended to include onboard storage for the Training Data Collection device to
enable data recording.

4.6.3

Testing
Although intermediate testing should be done regularly through the device design process

for each of the subsystems, testing warrants inclusion as its own box in the canvas due to the critical
nature of testing to successful long term use and additional possible causes of system failure in a
developing world environment.

What pre- and post-deployment testing is needed to help ensure successful long term use?
Common Options/Examples:
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Examples include fatigue, durability, data transmission, installation, environmental and
long-term testing of the sensor device.
Selection Considerations:
The testing required for this device is similar to that of any product except some of the
primary challenges faced by this device may be different than other typical products. For example,
long term testing may be more critical due to the importance of correct long term operation to
the success of the entire data collection process. Also, environmental or signal conditions can be
difficult to predict and may require greater effort to simulate, so the installed conditions and time
period of use should be simulated and tested. Some testing may and should only be completed in
the country of use.
It is recommended to complete a thorough failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA)
and formal testing plan for the device so that potential risks of failure may be mitigated as much
as possible [120]. As much testing as possible may be completed in the home location of the
practitioners, but extensive testing of both the hardware and data pipeline in the country of use is
still highly recommended.

4.6.4

Manufacturing
Manufacturing refers to how the devices will be manufactured at low as well as high vol-

umes.

How will the devices be manufactured and assembled?
Common Options/Examples:
In-house, partner/contractor, or hybrid.
Selection Considerations:
Quantity, cost, and supply chain include several of the factors that should be considered
when deciding how the devices will be manufactured and assembled.
For low quantity, in-house or a hybrid approach (partner manufactured and in-house assembled) could be the best, whereas contract or partner manufacturing and assembly is typically
the best choice for large quantities of devices.
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How many devices will need to be manufactured?
Common Options/Examples:
One to thousands.
Selection Considerations:
The quantity required depends on the scale of impact that is desired to be measured and the
stage of the device development.
Initially, a small quantity of devices could be deployed to prove the concept and perform
validation testing. This could be followed by the refinement of the device and use of a large
quantity of devices.

When will device manufacturing need to be completed?
Common Options/Examples:
Few weeks to many years.
Selection Considerations:
The manufacturing time of proof-of-concept devices can be as short as several weeks if
off-the-shelf microcontrollers and component breakout boards are used. Manufacturing time will
often extend to two or more months for large quantities or for custom PCBs, components, and
housings due to time required to establish supply chains, build tooling, and setup manufacturing
lines.
It is recommended to allow as long of a lead time for manufacturing as possible while still
meeting desired deadlines because longer lead times typically mean lower manufacturing costs.

4.6.5

Installation
Installation refers to how the devices will be designed for proper installation and how they

will be installed during deployment. The correct deployment and installation by field staff and
partners in remote situations is of particular significance.
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How will the devices be installed?
Common Options/Examples:
Self, field staff, partner organization, or individual including residents local to where device
will be used.
Selection Considerations:
Catastrophic failure can occur due to lack of training in the correct installation of the device,
even when a device has been otherwise well-designed. As such, training materials in the form of
manuals and/or videos should be used to ensure correct installation of the device. Language,
cultural, or experience differences should be considered when deciding how the devices will be
installed. If a partner with a language, cultural, or experience barrier is used, visual instructions
may be better than written instructions only.
Additionally, the device should be designed such that it is difficult to install incorrectly.
Feedback from the field staff or others that will be installing the device should be sought during
the design process to ensure that issues will not arise during the installation process.
It is recommended that the practitioners install or be present at the installation of the first
devices when possible to ensure that installation is performed correctly. However, for long term
and scaled deployment, it is recommended to partner with a local individual or organization to
reduce installation costs due to travel.

How will correct device installation be recognized?
Common Options/Examples:
Visual or audible indicator(s) on the device for the installer; backend or dashboard-based
analysis for end user of data.
Selection Considerations:
A procedure of determining that data transmission and collection is correct should be setup
for the practitioner to know that the device was installed correctly to ensure the data is useful and
can be trusted.
If a partner individual or organization will be installing the device(s), a visual or audible
indicator should be used to aid the installer to know the installation was performed correctly. A
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diagnostic test routine such as moving the product in a specific way for which there is a known
correct response on the sensor device should also be used to ensure correct installation.

How will transmission of accurate and representative data be ensured?
Common Options/Examples:
Through periodic inspection of the device, periodic inspection of the data, or anomaly
detection in data processing.
Selection Considerations:
Ensuring correct installation is a major aspect of being able to trust the data that has been
transmitted. However, the device is usually not completely immune to tampering, so it is beneficial
to have a method of determining that the device is continuing to transmit useful and representative
data.
The data being transmitted should be inspected periodically to ensure there are not data
artifacts such as drift, hysteresis, or other data anomalies not representative of the actual behavior
of the system. If the integrity of the data is sensitive to device positioning, the installed device
should be inspected periodically when possible or after detecting data anomalies to ensure it has
not been tampered with. For large scale use, autonomous methods of anomaly detection should be
established.

4.6.6

Maintenance & Operation
Maintenance and operation refers to any aspects of device functionality and reliability post-

installation.

What maintenance will the device require?
See Section 4.5.5.

What training will be needed by those maintaining or operating the device?
Common Options/Examples:
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On-board storage retrieval, battery replacement, device or component replacement training,
device operation.
Selection Considerations:
Catastrophic failure can occur due to lack of training in the correct maintenance and operation of the device, even when a device has been otherwise well-designed. As such, training
materials in the form of manuals and/or videos should be used to ensure correct installation of the
device. Language, cultural, or experience differences should be considered when deciding how the
devices will be maintained and operated. If a partner with language, cultural, or experience barrier
is used, visual instructions may be better than written instructions only.
Additionally, the device should be designed such that it is difficult to maintain or operate
incorrectly. Feedback from the field staff or others that will be maintaining and operating the
device should be sought during the design process to ensure that issues will not arise during the
maintenance or operation processes.

How can the device be installed to minimize or eliminate affecting the typical use of the
product during and after installation?
Common Options/Examples:
Device hidden versus not hidden, integrated within product versus added on externally.
Selection Considerations:
If the product whose impact will be measured by the device has not been fully designed,
it is possible and perhaps desirable to integrate the data collection device into the design of the
product. Regardless, the ways in which the device affects normal product use or perception of the
product should be minimized. This is especially the case for products that affect the health and
safety of individuals. Feedback from locals using the product should be sought during the design
process to ensure its functionality is acceptable.
When possible, data collection devices should be hidden and integrated within the product
to prevent tampering and promote normal use of the product.
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What hazards could result from the installation and use of the sensor?
Common Options/Examples:
Shock hazard, potential battery fire, or contamination.
Selection Considerations:
Care should be taken to ensure that no additional risks are posed by implementing the data
collection device.
Testing of the device in extreme use conditions should be performed under controlled conditions to ensure no catastrophic or hazardous outcomes can result from the device’s use.

How will the device be retrieved when data collection is complete?
Common Options/Examples:
Partner individual/organization or self.
Selection Considerations:
An important step at the end of the data collection process is to retrieve and dispose of
the product. This step should not be overlooked so as to reduce pollution and minimize negative
environmental impact.
Using a partner organization local to the device’s location will often result in lower retrieval
costs.

4.6.7

Ethics and Regulations
Ethics and regulations include any ethical considerations that should be made when col-

lecting data from users in addition to privacy concerns, data security issues, and any regulations or
laws that could govern the collection of the data. As with all canvas boxes, the team should write
the answers to the following questions directly on the canvas.

How will user identity and privacy rights be protected?
Common Options/Examples:
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Not collecting personally identifiable information; securing the stored data through encryption, security keys, or password protection; removing personally identifiable information before
publicly sharing; or using layers of access between public and private data [21].
Selection Considerations:
It is important to consider whether or not the user should be aware that their data is being
collected. Check local laws and do not collect personally identifiable information unless that data
is secured using best practices and IRB approval is obtained.
For situations in which data will be shared publicly, personally identifiable information
should be removed, but it is still possible to re-identify individuals in some cases. The utilization
of layers of access between public, non-sensitive data and private, sensitive data can help protect
individuals privacy and data security [21].

How will relevant regulatory body or individual permissions be secured and fees be paid?
Common Options/Examples:
Privacy and data transmission laws, waivers, and consent forms
Selection Considerations:
The collection and transmission of product usage data may not be legal in all countries and
applications.
Permissions from all relevant regulating bodies such as governments (local or national),
village leaders, community groups, consortia, families, and individuals should be obtained when
necessary.

What IRB requirements are present and how will institutional and international IRB secured, if necessary?
Common Options/Examples:
International IRB approval can usually be obtained at the institutional level.
Selection Considerations:
IRB approval may be required for legal and ethical collection of data.
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If needed, IRB approval through the researcher’s institution should be obtained. International IRB approval is similar to national IRB approval with potentially additional considerations.

4.6.8

Strategy
Strategy refers to partnerships or collaborations that could aid the practitioner in the design

or deployment process of collecting needed data as well as intellectual property considerations
relevant to developing and deploying these devices.

What partnerships could be formed for financial support, installation, maintenance, and data
collection as needed?
Common Options/Examples:
Individuals identified through personal connections, academia, local governments, religious institutions, NGOs, non-profits, businesses, or other organizations.
Selection Considerations:
In resource constrained settings such as research, it can be beneficial to identify individuals
or organizations that share a common interest in the research questions that will be answered by
the device. These organizations may be willing to provide financial or other material support for
deploying the device. They may also be able to provide local connections for installation and device integration assistance. Partner individuals or organizations could be US-based, international,
or local to the country in which the devices will be deployed. Partners may also be helpful in
navigating regulations in the country where the the device will be deployed.
Partners are highly recommended when possible. Potential partners should be vetted for
trustworthiness. If partners are being hired, the costs and expectations of required work of both
parties should be made clear and verified in writing at the beginning of the partnership to avoid
potential issues caused by differences in expectations.

What approach should be used relative to the protection and distribution of intellectual property created during the hardware and software development of the device and data collection
process?
Common Options/Examples:
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Proprietary approach in which technology is protected for exclusive use by specific stakeholders; open source approach in which technology developed is admitted into the public domain
for use and development by others; or a mixture of both approaches that varies by subsystem of
the sensor device and data collection process.
Selection Considerations:
A proprietary approach can incentivize a more cost effective production and delivery than
an open source approach. Primarily, a proprietary approach to these applications in developing
countries can come through patents, trade secrets, and copyrights. Since patents are territorial and
subject only to the laws of the country in which they are filed, patent protection must be obtained
from each territory in which patent protection is desired [121]. Before pursuing a patent, the ability
and cost to litigate the defense of the patent should be weighed against costs of obtaining the patent.
Trade secrets in which the design of the hardware or software is confidentially protected and never
disclosed publicly can nevertheless still provide sufficient protection in some instances.
An open source approach can enable greater collaboration within the development community and prevent the duplication of work. It also has the potential to distribute workload between
a broad community of invested individuals and enable more work to be performed than would be
possible by a smaller group of individuals within an organization. However, open source should
not be confused with free. When deciding whether to take an open source approach, the costs
of deploying the code, maintaining the code base and hosting environment, supporting continued
community engagement, and any other long term costs should be considered [21].
A mixed approach includes a mixture of benefits of both the proprietary and open source
approaches and may be appropriate for some applications. This could include, for example, open
sourcing the data collected or the code used in data processing while keeping the hardware used to
collect the devices for proprietary use.

4.7

Concluding Remarks
One primary way to ensure that engineered products are producing positive effects on indi-

viduals in developing countries is through social impact measurement of those products. The use
of social impact indicators provides one effective way to combine relevant user data in meaningful
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way to measure a product’s social impacts [12, 91]. Electronic sensor devices provide one potential way to remotely, continuously, and inexpensively collect user data that can be used to calculate
social impact indicators for engineered products in developing countries. However, many key decisions must be considered to effectively design, test, manufacture, and deploy these remote data
collection devices.
Decomposing the device development process into parts of Data Identification, Device
Design, and Device Deployment provides a useful and structured way by which to consider the
many key decisions that must be considered. Further decomposing the Data Identification part
into the key decisions of Social Impact Indicators, Physical Phenomena, and Data Correlation; the
Device Design part into key decisions or subsystems of Sensor Data, Computer, Data Retrieval,
Power Supply, Device Housing, and Non-Sensor I/O; and the Device Deployment part into the
key decisions of Data Utilization, Training Data Collection, Testing, Manufacturing, Installation,
Maintenance and Operation, Ethics and Regulations, and Strategy further provides structure by
which essential aspects of the development and use can be considered. This paper provides critical questions, common options, and selection considerations and guidelines for each of the key
decisions. A canvas is also provided as a tool to help researchers track their answers to these questions and visualize areas of potential concern throughout the development and use of these devices.
By systematically considering all of these questions, researchers can more effectively develop and
deploy remote data collection devices for social impact measurement of engineered products in
developing countries.
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CHAPTER 5.

CONCLUSION

This research has led to several contributions in the area of engineering for global development.

5.1

Key Contribution #1: A framework for combining direct and indirect data through
deep learning to monitor the social impact indicators of products in developing countries has been developed.
This framework describes a process in which direct data, collected on an infrequent basis

through observation of or interaction with users, can be correlated with indirect data, collected
continuously and remotely through sensors and data collection devices, to provide rich and insightful social impact indicator data relative to products in developing countries. This framework
recommends the use of deep learning to facilitate the correlation between direct and indirect data
due to its ability to model complex relationships. The use of this approach can enable practitioners
to obtain data that is as information-rich as direct data but with a lower cost per data point and as
continuously as indirect data. This can increase the quantity and frequency of user data collection
to facilitate better social impact indicator data.
The six steps that comprise this framework include:
1. Identify use context, relevant social impact categories, and social impact modeling approach
for the product
2. Identify social impact indicators, direct data, and indirect data to be collected
3. Collect data and construct correlation model
4. Calculate social impact indicators from training data
5. Continuously collect indirect data to predict direct data and calculate social impact indicators
6. Maintain accuracy of direct and indirect data correlation
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5.2

Key Contribution #2: Principles for enabling insights from long-term deployment of insitu sensors and data collection devices along with deep learning to obtain more meaningful social impact indicators of products in developing countries have been identified.
As researchers and practitioners move from creating an initial model and approach to com-

bining direct and indirect data for measuring social impact indicators of products in developing
countries to deploying that model and approach long term, insights that are as valuable as those
possible through manual data collection can be identified but additional potential challenges can
be encountered. Better understanding the potential value of sensor devices and deep learning and
foreseeing challenges in using them can help lead to greater success in doing so.
The three principles for enabling insights through long-term deployment of sensors and
deep learning for global development include:
• Sensor devices and deep learning can enable collection of meaningful social impact data and
insights that may not be possible to obtain using manual data collection methods alone.
• Deep learning model accuracy and generalizability may be improved by using sensor-based,
physically-meaningful values instead of raw sensor voltage readings, in addition to considering other factors known to affect deep learning model performance.
• Thoughtful data pre-processing before and data aggregation after use in the deep learning
model can lead to better model accuracy and data-driven conclusions that more closely reflect
reality.

5.3

Key Contribution #3: Key principles for successfully developing and deploying remote
data collection devices for social impact indicators of products in developing countries
have been identified along with a design tool for developing these devices called the
“Social Impact Sensor Canvas.”
In situ sensor-based remote data collection devices are complex systems for which there

are many potential design and deployment risks. The “Social Impact Sensor Canvas” provides researchers and practitioners a design tool and process for systematically considering critical aspects
within the parts of Data Identification, Device Design, and Device Deployment. It is beneficial to
know the key decisions within each part along with the the critical questions, common options,
and selection considerations and guidelines for each of the key decisions to help ensure success
in utilizing this approach. The parts of remote data collection device design and deployment and
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Table 5.1: The parts of remote data collection device design
and deployment and key decisions relative to each part.
Part

Key Decisions

Data Identification

Social Impact Indicators
Physical Phenomena
Data Correlation

Device Design

Sensors
Data Transmission and Storage
Microcontroller/Microprocessor
Power Supply
Device Housing
Non-Sensor I/O

Device Deployment

Data Utilization
Testing
Ethics and Regulations
Partnerships
Training Data Collection
Manufacturing
Installation Strategy
Maintenance and Operation

key decisions relative to each part are shown in Table 5.1. By systematically considering all of
these factors, researchers and practitioners can more effectively develop and deploy remote data
collection devices for social impact measurement of engineered products in developing countries.

5.4

High Level Impact of Contributions
The first step to improving the world through creating a better product is to understand the

current impact of the product or related products. The key contributions produced through this
research can help researchers and practitioners to better evaluate the social impact indicators of
products created for the purpose of global development so that new and better designs of engineered products can be created.
Use of sensor devices and deep learning as described in this research can enable insights
that would not be possible or would be very expensive to obtain through manual methods alone.
These new insights could be temporally-based according to season, hour of the day, week or month
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of the year, and school holidays as made possible by the continuous data collection of sensor
devices. These new insights could also be used to identify geospatial variation in impacts through
widespread deployment of devices to better understand how impact of a product varies by region
so the underlying cause of impacts or events can be thoroughly investigated.
These contributions can also help researchers and practitioners to ensure that more products are functioning as designed and are producing the positive impact hoped for in near real-time.
The remote and continuous collection of data made possible by sensor devices and the additional
insights made possible through the combination of sensors with deep learning can help organizations to show current impacts and quickly identify issues tied to a product’s use. This could be
helpful, for example, to non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and non-profits in their ability to
quantitatively show stakeholders and donors how their efforts are producing impact. Since engineered products are such an integral part of life, the monitoring of relevant products as aided by
the contributions of this research can also help organizations to measure the effectiveness of social
interventions performed by organizations.

5.5

Challenges Using Remote Data Collection Devices and Deep Learning in Developing
Countries
Any time hardware, software, and remote data analysis are used in tandem, significant dif-

ficulties may arise due to the complexity of the systems. The author has attempted to provide
insights and guidance that will prove useful to future researchers and practitioners, but it may be
worth noting other anecdotal challenges that were experienced. These challenges include difficulty
remotely debugging sensor devices from thousands of miles away, difficulty ensuring sensor reliability since field testing was done in conjunction with final data collection, and experiencing issues
related to the water hand pump (pump bearing failure) that could not be identified or predicted
until deploying the sensor device.

5.6

Future Work
This research was performed to identify fundamental principles that may assist researchers

and practitioners who are looking to more effectively measure the social impact indicators of prod-
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ucts in developing countries through the use of remote data collection devices and deep learning.
As a relatively new area of study that combines mechanical engineering, electrical engineering,
computer science, and sociology, there is still much research that would be beneficial in establishing principles for successfully using the proposed approach in measuring the social impact
indicators of not only water hand pumps but also many other products in developing countries.
Relative to water hand pumps specifically, it would be beneficial to run a large-scale deployment of these devices to identify additional considerations that need to be made when moving
from monitoring one pump and community to many. Ideally, more than 100 devices would be
continuously deployed for a year to understand the variations that occur as a result of scaling.
This would also enable the determination of the maximum accuracy of the deep learning model
developed because sufficient data would be able to be ensured more easily. In addition, it would
be beneficial to test the effectiveness of a recurrent neural network (RNN) as a fundamental deep
learning model type as opposed to the convolutional neural network (CNN) that was used herein.
Additional challenges that need to be addressed relative to these devices include how to power
them indefinitely and reliably during data collection and how to reliably transmit data from inside
the water hand pump housing.
Relative to other products, it would be beneficial for future work to include the application
of these methodologies to other types of products than water hand pumps as has been the focus of
this research. This could include principles for how to develop products that have built-in systems
for collecting and reporting social impact indicators for product improvement. An obvious key
consideration would be identifying how this could to done without infringing on the privacy of
users of a product, yet provide information that would be beneficial in the improvement of the
product.
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APPENDIX A. ADDITIONAL BEST PRACTICES FOR LONG-TERM DEPLOYMENT
OF SENSOR DEVICES AND DEEP LEARNING

A.1

Appendix Preface
This appendix contains three additional best practices for developing and deploying remote

data collection devices and deep learning for evaluating the social impact indicators of products
for global development. These best practices became clear through the five month long-term deployment of devices discussed in Chapter 3.

A.1.1

Best Practice #1: Sensor device requirements may differ significantly from feasibility demonstration to long-term deployment and may necessitate the development of
separate, yet related, sensor device designs for each phase.
When remote data collection devices or in-situ sensor devices are used in conjunction with

deep learning to collect data used to measure the social impact of products over time, the sensors,
data storage and transmission methods, computer (i.e., typically a microcontroller), power supply,
and device housing may vary from phase of feasibilty testing to the phase of the long-term data
collection. Understanding that there may be separate device designs for each of these phases
prior to beginning the data collection process can enable researchers to deliberately define separate
device requirements for the two phases of device use. The varied functionality that results in
different versions of a data collection device will serve separate purposes during each phase of
device use. It is necessary to clarify that the different versions of a sensor device that will be
designed are not simply referring to different versions of the same devices that develop during a
typical design process in which one final design is the ultimate desired outcome. In this instance,
two or more related, yet separate, final designs may be needed to prove the concept and for mass
deployment.
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The purpose of the feasibility demonstration stage of device development is to demonstrate
sufficient promise using the approach that a long-term study could be useful. This involves both
creation of a sensor device for data collection and the development of an initial deep learning
model. The purpose of the long-term deployment stage is to enable the collection of long-term
data that will facilitate insights not possible through short-term data collection. The need for
separate device designs may be driven by different form factor, data storage or transmission, or
other capabilities required during the stages of feasibility testing, training data collection, and
long-term deployment as necessitated by the purposes of each stage. For example, a larger device
housing with a lower development cost may be beneficial for feasibility testing but may not be
acceptable for long-term deployment due to the need to mount the device in a smaller or more
secure location for long-term use. As an example regarding data storage and transmission, a device
used during the earlier training data collection stage may require additional on-board data storage
or radio frequency (RF) communication capability to sync data collection information with training
data information that is input remotely via another data collection device. This additional onboard data storage or RF communication hardware may provide essential functionality used in
the feasibility testing phase but add unnecessary cost if included in a version used in long-term
deployment.

Example Application of Best Practice #1
Considering the social impacts of water hand pumps, two major versions of the data collection device were developed–one version to demonstrate feasibility and one version for training
data collection and long-term deployment.
The motivation to design two major versions of our devices was driven by the variations in
functionality, form factor, and physical security of the devices at each stage of use. For example,
for Version 1, the data collection device was mounted on the pump handle (Figure A.1) because this
allowed the most straightforward method of measuring the handle using an inertial measurement
unit and could have a large form factor due to the available space on the handle. Version 1 also
shown in Figure A.2 included Bluetooth connectivity that allowed observers to collect training
data to increase users for subsequent labeling of training data. Also, a camera was used with the
thought that the circled black dot could be tracked in video to extract pumping profiles if needed.
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Figure A.1: Version 1 of the data collection device was mounted on the pump handle external from
the pump housing.

Figure A.2: Version 1 of the data collection device consisted essentially of a microcontroller,
a microSD card reader, and an inertial measurement unit (IMU) that tracked the motion of the
handle while researchers incremented users remotely via Bluetooth.

With the viability of the approach proven using Version 1, the focus of Version 2 of the
device was training data collection and long-term data collection. The new version of the device
had to be designed so that it could be installed inside the pump housing to prevent tampering
during long-term use and be mass produced in a cost-effective way and so that the Hawthorne
Effect could be avoided [98]. A rigorous exploration of the possible sensor technologies that
could be used inside the pump housing to measure the angle of the pump handle was carried out.
The critical driving factors behind the design decisions was the large number of pump strokes
performed each day that could lead to fatigue of any components, as well as the water present in
the installed conditions. As a result, it was determined that an effective approach to measuring the
angle of the pump handle while accounting for these factors was to use three Hall effect sensors
statically mounted magnetically on the inside wall of the pump housing that would detect the angle
of the handle using a strong magnet mounted to the moving portion of the handle within the pump
housing. This is shown in Figures A.3 and A.4.
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(a)

(b)

Figure A.3: Version 2 of the data collection device was installed inside the pump housing. (a)
shows the macro view of where device was installed, and (b) shows detailed sensor device, magnet
clip, and battery placement relative to the existing pump handle as installed.

Figure A.4: Version 2 of the data collection device consisted essentially of a microcontroller,
microSD card reader, and Hall effect sensors that tracked the motion of the handle by sensing a
magnet mounted on the moving portion of the pump handle.
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A.1.2

Best Practice #2: Industry partners who install sensor devices and periodically retrieve data stored on removable memory on devices can provide an effective way to
collect and obtain large amounts of data for remote applications.
The ultimate goals of any data collection system that uses in-situ sensor devices are typ-

ically maximum reliability and ease of data collection with the lowest cost. Recent advances in
cellular coverage availability and satellite availability have made the use of cellular or satelliteconnected devices more accessible, feasible, and cost-effective for data collection in remote locations in developing countries. However, some applications require the collection of more data
than can reasonably or cost effectively be transmitted via cellular or satellite-based systems, such
as in some deep learning or video-based applications. There are also other situations in which
the ability to transmit data through cellular or satellite technology is precluded by the installation
environment of the data collection system because of data transmission unreliability caused by the
sensor’s surrounding environment or intermittency of signal reliability. This may be the case when
the sensor’s environment is surrounded by metal or thick concrete. There are yet other situations
in which traveling by researchers or practitioners is otherwise impossible, as was the case during
portions of the recent COVID-19 pandemic.
In situations where data collection and transmission are not possible solely through wireless
means, partnering with local industry partners who 1) install data collection sensors and removable
onboard storage, 2) retrieve the storage media, and 3) send the data by uploading them to the cloud
can provide an effective means of data retrieval.
The following suggestions can help lead to success with industry partners in these applications. These suggestions were identified as the authors jointly worked with an industry partner
to collect data and overcome various challenges that were encountered and overcome during the
example application described later in the “Example Application” of this section.
1. Help industry partners understand “why” it is important to take various steps in the data
collection or installation process. This can help them develop an intuition about why each
step is important and reduce potential errors in the installation and data removal process.
2. Use both written instructions and instructional videos to describe and show industry partners
how to perform sensor device or memory installation, removal, and data uploads.
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3. Use checklists that are filled out every time a sensor or removable memory medium is installed or removed to ensure that all steps of the data collection process are performed correctly and as expected. Especially highlight critical aspects of installation, such as sync times
between sensor time and real time.
4. Establish a relationship in which frequent contact is normal and expected. Ask your partners
to notify you every time a sensor device is installed or removed and have them record the
sensor device or removable memory installation, removal, and data upload times in a shared
cloud-based spreadsheet.
5. Ask industry partners often if they have noticed anything unusual or different about the
installation or data retrieval process.
6. Never assume that the data were collected as expected. Establish checks within your data
analysis process that allow visualization of each data set to ensure that the data are acting as
expected.
7. Have partners take and upload photos showing the sensor device just after installation and
before the removal of the storage media. This is especially important in situations that require
specific spatial positioning.
8. Avoid errors caused by differences in traditional date format between the practitioners and
industry partners by either avoiding usage of numbers when reporting dates (i.e., always
record months as May instead of 05) or defer to the industry partner’s date format and ensure
consistency through the data collection process.
9. Establish systems in which industry partners maintain local backups of all transmitted data to
prevent lost data during the data upload process before deleting data from removable storage
media.
10. Provide industry partners with phone or computer adapters, such as a microSD card reader
adapter that can be connected to a phone, that allows them to upload data without having
to travel to internet cafés or other internet providers to reduce time and transportation costs
associated with traveling to such locations.
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11. Provide industry partners with multiple spares of various components such as removable
storage media, batteries, and other replaceable components. Due to shipping time and costs,
it can be much more cost-effective to send spares as opposed to having to send an additional
package when components fail.
12. Once a reliable shipping service is identified, continue using the same shipping service and
do not assume that shipping speeds from different providers are similar. This can help prevent scheduling setbacks that may occur when the shipping times of a new shipping service
are longer than those that have been used previously.
13. Simplify data collection sheets as much as possible for situations in which industry partners
will manually record observation data to help prevent recording errors.

Example Application of Best Practice #2
Our industry partner, Ms. Okware, facilitated sensor device installation, sensor device and
memory card removal, and data uploads using the sensor devices that were sent to her. Figure A.5
shows an example set of materials that was sent to her including a sensor device, battery pack, and
tools required for device installation and removal.
A few examples of how the suggestions applied to this specific application are shared here.
With regard to suggestion 2 listed above, it was realized that instructional videos prevented the
ambiguity that may have been present from written instructions alone of how the sensor device
should be properly installed to provide more consistent data collection. Regarding suggestion 4,
we were able to effectively coordinate sensor device installation and removal and data uploads
through frequent communication. This enabled coordination of when data would be sent and
received and allowed adjustments to be made to the data collection process in a consistent manner.
Regarding suggestion 7, we discovered that for several weeks of the data collection period, the
data would experience an abrupt and unexplained change in behavior. Pictures taken of the sensor
device immediately after installation and just before sensor device removal enabled us to deduce
that the sensor device was shifting mid-session due to the pump housing filling with water and
jarring the device. This would have been difficult to detect without these pictures. Regarding
suggestion 10, it was realized that providing Ms. Okware with a microSD card reader that she
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could use to upload sensor data from her home saved her 30 minutes of traveling every 3 days.
Regarding suggestion 13, it was realized that providing simplified observation sheets reduced the
potential for errors when recording observation data.

Figure A.5: Example package materials that were sent to Ms. Okware for data collection that
includes (from left to right) a carrying case, crescent wrenches, hex key, magnet clip, handle positioning block, sensor device, battery pack, screwdriver, microSD cards, and gloves. Multiple
packages were sent to provide redundance and help ensure that data collection could continue if
one component failed.

A.1.3

Best Practice #3: Device deployment can facilitate the identification of device and/or
data collection issues that are difficult or impossible to detect through other predeployment testing.
It is well established within design theory that product testing plays a vital role in the

development of any product or device [120]. Testing is performed at the various stages of product
development to ensure that the final product of the design process is a product that meets the design
requirements [120]. For products that are potentially used in extreme or remote environments,
as can be the case for data collection devices used to measure social impacts, practitioners can
benefit from simulating the environmental conditions in which the product will be used prior to
deployment. However, it can be beneficial for practitioners who create sensor devices to monitor
the social impact of products in developing countries to understand that, despite the amount of
previous environmental testing, the first and possible subsequent rounds of device deployment
should be considered as testing activities. This is driven by three key factors: 1) it is not always
possible to predict the exact environments that the data collection device will experience, 2) it is
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not always possible to predict the use conditions, or manner of handling and installation, that the
product will experience in deployment, and 3) development of effective and reliable sensor devices
benefits from long-term testing.
Expecting that initial and even extended deployment may be considered part of the final
testing of devices can help researchers and practitioners temper expectations in terms of expected
functionality and allow them to better plan timelines and budgets in case new failure modes or performance anomalies are experienced during deployment and design changes are required. Knowing this can also help practitioners make strategic decisions in terms of whether it will be more
beneficial to use resources to develop test beds that mimic expected environmental conditions and
perform laboratory-based long-term tests or whether it will be more time and cost effective to simply deploy the product sooner with less extensive environmental tests. This is not to say that all
testing should be delayed until device deployment, but rather to say that one should be deliberate
about the amount and type of prior testing that should be performed prior to deployment and plan
for possible iterations of device design to arise from deployment testing.

Example Application of Best Practice #3
The main device problems identified through long-term deployment testing were related to
the longevity and reliability of the battery, the PCB, and the microSD card. The remedies to these
issues were to use more reliable off-the-shelf batteries in the early stages of testing, use throughhole components over surface mount components during early stages of testing to ensure reliability,
and provide many spare microSD card backups to remote partners in case of card failure.
Long-term deployment testing also revealed the need to change the way data were analyzed.
Initially, it was assumed that the motion of the handle would be constrained within one plane of
motion, because this was the case with the hand pumps of the same model and version used in
testing as those used in Uganda. However, upon long-term deployment, the data collected revealed
that the looseness of the handle rotational bearing meant that we were required to use a different
approach to obtain pump handle angle from the three Hall effect sensors than originally expected.
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APPENDIX B.

B.1

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Appendix Preface
This appendix contains supplemental information regarding additional materials used through-

out this research.

B.2

Observation Sheet for Data Collection
Figure B.1 shows the observation sheet used by Ms. Okware during manual data collection

for training the deep learning model described in Chapter 3.

B.3

Sensor Installation Checklist for Data Collection
Figure B.2 shows the checklist used by Ms. Okware to ensure correct sensor installation

during manual data collection for training the deep learning model described in Chapter 3.

B.4

Social Impact Sensor Canvas
Figure B.3 contains the Social Impact Sensor Canvas used when developing sensor systems

for measuring the social impact indicators of products in developing countries. It is found in the
text in Chapter 4 but is duplicated here for easy reference.

B.5

Plots for Visualizing Bearing Degradation Described in Chapter 3
Section 3.3.1 in Chapter 3 discusses how the data collected during the five months of de-

vice deployment indicates bearing degradation. The plots in this section provide supplemental
information and visualization regarding how Hall effect sensor data indicated bearing degradation.
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Data Collection

Date:______________ | Approx. start time:_______________
(Write out month, i.e. Use Apr instead of 04)

Pump User Type?
Man

Child/
Woman Youth
(<18 yrs)

Pumping Start Time?
HH

MM

SS

Pumping Stop Time?
MM

SS

# of
Users?

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Figure B.1: The observation sheet used during manual data collection by our industry partner.
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Sensor Installation
Sensor #: ____________

Battery #:______________

Magnet Clip #:______________

Date of Installation:________________________________ (Please spell the month to avoid confusion)
Remove housing cover and chain
Plug in Sensor to Battery
Perform sync process involving holding Magnet Clip near triangle on case and record here:
Sync time (HH:MM:SS from stop watch)* :________________________ (AM/PM)
*See instructions; make sure to use exact time the magnet is REMOVED from near the triangle on the sensor)
Install Magnet Clip, making sure to slide it as far as possible towards axle or rotation of handle
Install Sensor and Battery in precise location specified in video/instructions
Take pictures of sensor position (of both inside and from outside looking at hole on the side) just after
installation, ensuring good lighting of the pictures.
Replace housing cover and chain
Perform calibration pumping sequence (hold at top for 7 seconds, then hold at bottom for 7 seconds,
then perform 7 full pump strokes, making sure to go all the way up and all the way down during
strokes)
Update "Data Collection Overview" Google Sheet with Installation time
Message Bryan via WhatsApp to let him know sensor has been removed (can be combined with
messages for other steps if done at the same time)

Sensor Removal/Uninstallation
Perform calibration pumping sequence (hold at top for 7 seconds, then hold at bottom for 7 seconds,
then perform 7 pump strokes)
Remove housing cover and chain
Take pictures of sensor position (of both inside and from outside looking at hole on the side) before
removal
Removal Date:_______________________________________ (Please spell the month to avoid confusion)
Removal Time (Approximate/To the Nearest Hour):__________________________ (AM/PM)
Remove Sensor, Battery, and Magnet Clip
Either re-install sensor with new microSD and battery or just replace housing cover and chain
Update "Data Collection Overview" Google Sheet with Removal time
Message Bryan via WhatsApp to let him know sensor has been removed (can be combined with
messages for other steps if done at the same time)

Data Upload
Take pictures of "Observation" data sheets, ensuring the image has good lighting, all 4 corners of the
page in the image, and that the camera is directly above the image and not at an angle
Create new folder in Google Drive for this data collection period with subfolders "Observation",
"Pictures after installation", "Pictures before removal", and "Sensor"
Upload "Sensor" data .csv files from microSD card using phone
Create backup of sensor data from microSD card on phone or spare SD card
Upload "Observation" data collection sheets
Upload "Pictures after Installation"
Upload "Pictures before Removal"
Update "Data Collection Overview" Google Sheet with Data Upload time
Message Bryan via WhatsApp to let him know data has been uploaded and double check that data is
available and correct
Delete sensor data from microSD card

Figure B.2: The installation checklist used during manual data collection by our industry partner.
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The Social Impact Sensor Canvas
Date:_________ Rev:________

Product:___________ Current State_______
Instructions: At the top of each box is a Key Decision that needs to be made; at the bottom
are Considerations that should be made when making each Key Decision. For each box (Key
Decision), write what could or will be used.

Data Identification

Device Design

Physical Phenomena

Social Impact
Indicators

Sensors

How representative the phenomena are of social impact
indicator data; Method of sensing/measuring

Data Correlation
Indicator equations and data
needed to calculate them;
Collection frequency & duration

Cost; Reliability; Expected lifetime; Durability;
Accuracy; Precision; Size

Data Transmission & Storage
Form of correlation model linking sensor data to indicators;
Data post processing; Data labeling

Device Deployment
Data Utilization

Training Data Collection

Data collection and transmission method;
Onboard storage; Data pipeline configuration;
Factors that could prevent data transmission

Microcontroller/processor

Who needs access; How used;
How stored; How secured

Testing

Extent of training data needed; Collection
logistics: Who, When, How much, Add'I
equipment, Add'I device functionality

Manufacturing

Processing power; Built-in telemetry; RAM;
Cost; Existing vs. custom platform; Remote
firmware update capable; Size

Power Supply

Engineering verification; Market validation;
Before/After deployment;

Ethics & Regulations

User identity and privacy protection; User
awareness; Regulatory approval, permits, or
fees required; Institutional/international IRB

Partnerships

For: Design, Manufacturing, Installation, Data
collection, Finance, Supply chain,
Maintenance, and Sustainability

Which processes required; Manufacturer;
Vendor; Where; How many; By when

Installation Strategy

Device power requirements; Battery;
External power source; Longevity

Device Housing

Installer; Tools required; Site access; Cost;
Correct installation verification

Maintenance & Operation

How sensor affects normal product use;
Maintenance (who, cost, spare parts); How to
ensure accurate data; End of life retrieval

Form factor; Attachment method; Vandalism;
Theft; Durability; Signal attenuation

Non-Sensor I/O

User inputs (buttons, switches, etc.); Outputs
(motor/servo actuation, LEDs, screens,
audible, vibration, etc.)

Figure B.3: The Social Impact Sensor Canvas for guiding the development of sensor systems used
to measure the social impact indicators of products in developing countries.
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Since the pump handle bearing is responsible for maintaining planar motion of the pump
handle, the extent to which planar handle motion occurs directly indicates the condition of the
bearing. A bearing in better condition will result in more planar handle motion and vice versa.
There are three Hall effect sensors, described as HE1, HE2, and HE3, that detect magnetic field
strength of the magnet mounted on the internal moving portion of the pump handle. If the pump
handle is constrained to planar motion, there would be a unique triplet of values for each sensor
that indicated a unique handle angle. This is visually demonstrated by a thin ribbon of values
if each of the sensor values for a data collection session are plotted against each other as shown
in Figure B.4. As pump handle motion becomes less planar indicating bearing degradation, the
ribbon of Hall effect sensor values plotted against each other will become wider. Figure B.5 shows
a bearing that has degraded but not failed completely, and Figure B.6 shows continued bearing
degradation to total failure and the widest ribbon of sensor values. Figure B.7 shows the sensor
plots superimposed onto Figure 3.7 to clearly show the relationship between the thickness of ribbon
of sensor values and the surrogate for bearing condition.

Figure B.4: Hall effect sensor data for a good-condition bearing from the data collection session
between July 26 and July 29, 2022, which is just after the bearing was replaced with a new bearing.
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Figure B.5: Hall effect sensor data for a poor-condition bearing from the data collection session
between March 1 and March 3, 2022.

Figure B.6: Hall effect sensor data for a failed bearing from the data collection session between
July 18 and July 22, 2022.
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Figure B.7: Figures B.4-B.6 indicating bearing condition superimposed onto Figure 3.7.

B.6

Sensor Devices Developed through this Research
Table B.1 shows the sensor devices developed through this research.
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Table B.1: Sensor devices developed during this research. Regarding Development Level column, 1=Breadboard
prototype, 2=Wirewrap protoboard prototype , 3= Initial custom PCB, 4=Tested, commercial ready PCB

Sensor Name

Local
Data
Storage

Cellular
Data
Bluetooth
Transmission

Off
Grid

Outside Dev.
Qty
U.S.
Level Made
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Village Drill Crank Sensor

X

X

1

1

Village Drill Handle Sensor

X

X

2

1

Village Drill Kelly Bar Sensor

X

X

2

1

Brazil Vehicle Tracker

X

X

X

1

5

X

1

3

Environmental Sensor

X

Cambodia Classroom Weather Station: Indoor

X

Cambodia Classroom Weather Station: Outdoor
Sewer Lift Station Monitoring System

X

Water Tank Level Monitoring System

X

Hand Pump Handle Angle Tracker

X

Hand Pump Incrementing Remote
Utility Trailer Asset Tracking System
Remote Hand Pump Monitoring System

X

X

X

X

2

1

X

X

X

2

1

4

80

4

5

X
X

X

X

3

2

X

X

X

3

2

3

1

4

10

X

X

X

X

X

